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Abbreviations 

30-DTR thirty-day temperature recorder 

AC alternating current 

ADC amperes, direct current 

app application (as in mobile application) 

ARC anti-reflective coating 

CCE cold chain equipment 
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EVA ethylene-vinyl acetate 
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Ino normally operating current 

IR infrared 
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RH% relative humidity percentage 
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UNICEF United Nations Children’s Fund 
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VAC alternating current voltage 

VDC direct current voltage 

Vno normally operating voltage 

Voc open circuit voltage 

VVM vaccine vial monitor 
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Executive summary  

This document details an assessment methodology for vaccine cold chain equipment (CCE), specifically 

vaccine refrigerators and freezers. It is primarily a thorough inspection procedure for this CCE to gather a 

comprehensive set of inventory, physical, and functional data on the equipment. This procedure was used 

by PATH in collaboration with the World Health Organization (WHO), ministries of health, Expanded 

Programme on Immunization (EPI), and United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) country offices to 

conduct a multicountry assessment of WHO Performance, Quality and Safety (PQS)-prequalified vaccine 

refrigerators. The large, consistent dataset collected through these inspections was used to analyze 

refrigerator failure modes by brand, model, and age. However, the detailed inspection procedure (or 

portions of it) could serve other purposes in addition to collecting data for the statistical analysis of failure 

modes and investigation of root causes. Target use of the data fields might be useful in assessing 

immediate causes of failure, assisting in repair and maintenance, evaluating equipment design and 

longevity, or other purposes. This document describes the data fields recorded, the procedure used to 

collect these data, and the equipment required to do so. The intent of this document is to provide access 

to the procedure, structure, and data fields in an “as-used” format that was used by PATH and 

consultants in order for others to apply it in part or in whole for other purposes. This document is not 

intended to directly provide guidance on diagnosing and repairing problems with CCE, although much of 

the data collected may be useful to a technician when fixing equipment. This methodology is most 

suitable for the systematic collection of data from multiple refrigerators when statistical analysis of CCE is 

of interest.  
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Assessment methodology for cold chain equipment  

Background 

From 2018–2019, the World Health Organization (WHO) Immunization Devices Assessment Team 

(formerly known as the Performance, Quality and Safety (PQS) team) and PATH collaborated with the 

ministries of health, Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI), and United Nations Children’s Fund 

(UNICEF) country offices to conduct a limited, post-installation assessment of PQS-prequalified cold 

chain equipment (CCE) at health service delivery points in Malawi, the Philippines, and Ghana.1  

In each country, after the PATH team contacted stakeholders and the EPI team communicated 

willingness to collaborate on an equipment assessment, the team reviewed the most recent national CCE 

inventory (CCEI). The equipment sample was selected by the assessment team upon arrival, in close 

collaboration with national and regional EPI staff as well as UNICEF EPI focal points.  

This assessment methodology was conducted on a sample of 57 PQS-prequalified vapor compression, 

grid-powered, and solar-powered vaccine refrigerator systems across the three countries. The structured 

inspection process collected technical and system data using visual observations and instrumented 

measurements. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. WHO PQS-prequalified cold chain equipment performance 

National EPI teams rely on specialized vaccine refrigerators that maintain a temperature-controlled 

environment (+2°C to +8°C), even in the most challenging conditions, to ensure vaccines are effectively 

delivered to the people who need them.2 There are many types of vaccine refrigeration systems. Some 

have separate refrigerator and freezer compartments; some can function as either a refrigerator or 

freezer; some are powered by electrical mains and others are powered by solar energy. To help achieve 

the necessary temperature performance across various types of vaccine refrigeration systems, the WHO 

PQS prequalification system sets and validates CCE performance specifications and makes this technical 

data publicly available, in part to support EPI to make informed procurement choices. WHO PQS 

prequalification is a requirement for procurement by United Nations agencies or by countries using Gavi, 

the Vaccine Alliance, funding or Gavi’s Cold Chain Equipment Optimisation Platform.  

While manufacturers are responsible for meeting PQS equipment prequalification performance 

requirements in an independent laboratory setting, prior to 2019 there was no mechanism for WHO to 

monitor and validate long-term quality and safety standards of this prequalified equipment over its 

functional lifetime. An analysis of functional status from national CCE inventories suggests that as much 

as 20% of installed CCE is broken and more than 50% of CCE is nonfunctional or poorly performing, 

putting temperature-sensitive vaccines at risk of potency damage.3  
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1.2. Objectives of assessment methodology 

The equipment assessment activities were conducted to better understand how and why prequalified 

vaccine refrigerators fail to meet WHO PQS temperature performance requirements outside of laboratory 

testing conditions. While these assessments were initially designed with an expectation that data would 

support a complex root cause of failure analysis, these activities ultimately achieved two more limited but 

practical objectives: 

• To develop and pilot a standard equipment assessment methodology on the quality of 

PQS-prequalified CCE at service delivery points or lowest distribution points, incorporating data 

collection on key systemic factors with the potential to impact equipment performance. This report 

explains the equipment assessment methodology that was developed. 

• To inform evidence-based recommended actions for WHO PQS, manufacturers, and immunization 

programs and their partners that will strengthen CCE quality and performance. These 

recommendations were communicated to the appropriate partners and are not discussed within this 

report. 

By supporting efforts to assess equipment after installation, WHO PQS is leading a collaborative effort to 

improve global immunization supply chain and logistics policies, CCE design and manufacturing, and 

national immunization supply chains. The assessment methodology documented here was intended to be 

a comprehensive approach to performance monitoring of prequalified CCE systems in actual use. 

1.3. Purpose of documentation 

This report documents in detail the mobile application (app), data collection questions, and inspection 

process used to evaluate CCE in Malawi, the Philippines, and Ghana. The intent of sharing this 

methodology publicly is for others to understand the process used and potentially take and improve upon 

the process and format in part or in whole to assess CCE. This methodology provides a set of questions 

and standardized data collection procedure for cases where thorough, consistent inspections of CCE are 

desired. The inspection procedure is intended to guide technicians trained in refrigeration and solar 

equipment through the data collection process. Some of the data fields could be completed by other 

users of CCE with less technical training. However, the procedure is not necessarily detailed enough to 

guide an untrained user through the evaluation. Many of the data fields do not have a corresponding 

procedure based on the assumption that users have a certain level of technical knowledge. 

2. Planning for implementation 

The inspection procedure documented here is intended to complement a protocol for WHO PQS-

prequalified CCE and system failures assessment that was first drafted by PATH in 2017 with input from 

the PQS working group and CCE manufacturers.4 The original protocol is a document that outlines the 

objectives, study design, and methodology to collect, analyze, and use data to support the WHO PQS 

Secretariat, UNICEF Supply Division, CCE manufacturers, and EPI teams in detecting root causes of 

failures and coordinating responses to address technical and systemic gaps contributing to premature 

CCE failures. The study protocol did not include a comprehensive list of the specific data fields collected 

or details on the procedure for recording measurements during inspections, which are retroactively 

documented here. 
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2.1. Equipment scope 

This inspection procedure was used only for PQS-prequalified vapor compression, solar-powered, or 

alternating current (AC)-mains powered refrigerators and freezers and may not be applicable to other 

types of CCE. 

2.2. Data collection tool 

To support a rapid and standardized data collection methodology, a mobile data collection tool was 

developed using the Fulcrum mobile platform and Apple iPad Pro® tablets and implemented in the 

Philippines and Ghana.a,b This documentation is intended to be application-agnostic, although much of 

the utility as well as effort and complexity comes from implementation on a useful and deliberately 

thought-out platform that allows easy, logical data entry, extraction, and processing as well as storage of 

data and images. 

The Fulcrum application on the iPad tablet captured both photos and data, including GPS coordinates 

and weather data downloaded from local weather beacons. Specialized iOS applications captured data 

on irradiance, sun pathway, array inclination, and other important factors that were attached to equipment 

data records.c 

2.3. Inspection structure 

The data collection tool included two types of entries: health facility inspections and CCE inspections.  

Facility inspections were completed for each facility where equipment was installed. Health facility 

inspections were typically completed prior to CCE inspections and were brief relative to the equipment 

inspections. Collected data included information on the ambient temperatures and humidity, 

environmental risks, and dimensions of doors and windows of the rooms where equipment was installed. 

Health facility records were referenced within CCE records to link equipment to the correct facility. 

CCE inspections captured information on technical and systemic factors that could potentially contribute 

to existing or future equipment performance failures. The structured inspection process collected 

technical and system data using visual observations and instrumented measurements. Technical data 

included information on physical faults, such as corrosion of hinges, and system data included potential 

indicators of preventive maintenance gaps, such as lack of routine lubrication. The number of data 

elements collected in the full inspection dataset was large, in an effort to support analysis of currently 

unknown factors that could potentially contribute to equipment failures.   

The data elements were organized into four modules: 

• Metadata: Identification data for equipment and facilities. In PATH’s multicountry assessment, some 

of this data was generated from country CCE inventories. 

• Screening: Temperature measurements and review of temperature-monitoring data.  

• Assessment: Collection of data describing maintenance, installation, and temperature-monitoring 

practices. Data on equipment management and monitoring practices were collected during this 

 
a More data on the Fulcrum data collection platform can be found at https://www.fulcrumapp.com/.  
b iPad Pro is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. 
c iOS is a registered trademark of Cisco Systems, Inc. 

https://www.fulcrumapp.com/
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evaluation to help identify how systemic criteria and end-user practices contributed to long-term 

equipment performance. 

• Visual Inspection & Measurements: Faults and test data for each refrigeration system; both the 

refrigerator and photovoltaic (PV) systems for solar-powered equipment.  

When assessing solar direct drive (SDD) CCE systems and solar systems with batteries, additional 

technical data were collected on the solar array, including the modules, wiring, support structure, and 

location, to support analysis of SDD system failures or weaknesses. 

Full inspection of an AC-powered refrigerator required approximately 3.5 hours per refrigerator, and 

inspection of an SDD refrigerator and integrated PV solar array performance took at least 5 hours. 

3. Inspection procedures 

3.1. Data fields 

The spreadsheet in Annex A contains all the data fields that PATH collected during inspections. The 

following information is captured in the spreadsheet for all data fields: 

• Inspection type: health facility or CCE inspection. 

• Inspection module: for CCE inspections, one of the four modules (Metadata, Screening, Assessment, 

or Visual Inspection & Measurements). 

• Topic: some questions are grouped by topic. 

• Element: subgrouping of questions within a topic. 

• Component: subgrouping of questions within an element. 

• Question number. 

• Skip logic: inclusion or exclusion of certain questions was dependent upon the answers provided for 

previous questions. The skip logic documented in the spreadsheet includes the question numbers of 

the relevant previous questions and the conditions that had to be met by the answers to those 

questions in order for the question at hand to be visible to the user in the data collection tool. If skip 

logic columns are blank for a question, the question was always asked regardless of answers given for 

previous questions. 

• Question: the data collection prompt as it was written in the data collection tool. 

• Required: certain data fields, denoted with an asterisk, required an answer to save an inspection entry. 

• Answer field type (the following types of data fields were included in this evaluation): 

o Boolean 

o Date/time 

o Numeric 

o String 

o List: inspector selects answer from a predetermined list of options 

o Image 

o Video 
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o Barcode: scan barcode with camera or enter barcode manually 

o Upload: upload a document, image, web link, or data from iPad 

• Selection type: for list fields, inspector can either choose one option or select all that apply. 

• List options: for list fields, the options included in the list. 

• In-app information: certain questions, denoted with an informational symbol, provided additional 

information about the question when the symbol was tapped. 

• Equipment needed: the type of equipment necessary to collect a measurement or other data for the 

field. 

When planning for data collection, it is important to consider the interpretation of questions left blank. 

Data fields left blank within an inspection entry may indicate that the question was not applicable, that the 

question was unable to be answered given the available time and equipment, or that the inspector did not 

find anything out of the ordinary and therefore did not feel it was necessary to record an answer. 

However, differentiating between these possibilities during data analysis can be challenging and therefore 

it is beneficial to be explicit about when a data field should and should not be left blank prior to starting 

data collection. 

3.2. Health facility inspection 

3.2.1. Equipment 

The specific device models and mobile applications listed (Table 1) were used by PATH during 

inspections and could perform all the functions required by the inspection procedure.  

Certain substitutions may be acceptable for those wishing to utilize this inspection procedure; however, 

not all brands and models will have the same capabilities. For example, an iPad was used to complete 

evaluations but other internet-enabled smart devices (tablets or phones) may be suitable replacements 

for those wishing to utilize this inspection procedure. Using a different device for data collection would 

require identification of compatible mobile applications that are required for inspections. Similarly, the 

Fulcrum mobile application was used for data collection, but this inspection procedure was written with 

the intention that another data collection tool with similar capabilities may be used. This is not a specific 

endorsement or recommendation for any of the devices or brands. 

Table 1. Devices and tools used by PATH during health facility inspections. 

Devices Other tools 

Environmental meter [Extech EN100] Tape measure 

Laser distance meter [Fluke 414D] Ladder 

Inclinometer [iHandy Carpenter mobile app]  

iPad loaded with the following mobile applications: 

• Fulcrum 

• Sun Surveyor 

• Camera 

• Compass 

• Hukseflux Thermal Sensors Pyranometer 

• iHandy Carpenter 
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The following general instructions for equipment use apply to all questions in the inspection: 

• If roof access is required to answer a question, use a ladder to safely access the roof. For any roof 

unsuitable to support a person, modify inspection so that getting on the roof is not required or ignore 

parts of the inspection. 

• For any questions requiring photos, use the iPad camera to link photos directly to the correct 

equipment and facility. Photos not linked correctly should be attached to the correct equipment and 

facility after the inspection. 

3.2.2. Health facility inspection procedure 

PATH’s inspections of health facilities required several steps to answer the questions in the Fulcrum data 

collection tool. Instructions, definitions, and/or clarification are provided for select questions to assist 

inspectors who wish to use this methodology. Any definitions provided in the procedure are intended to 

define a term only as it was used during PATH’s evaluations and should not be interpreted as universal 

definitions. As previously described, skip logic was used, so some questions would not appear during an 

inspection, depending on the answers provided to previous questions.  

Question numbers correspond to the questions listed in Annex A. Instructions are not provided for all 

questions; if instructions are not provided for a question, an inspector should be able to answer through 

visual observation or by interviewing health workers and/or other equipment users. 

3. Administrative location. This field provides country-specific options for regions, subregions, 
districts, villages, and/or neighborhoods to correctly identify the health facility. These data and the 
organization of health facilities and levels in a given country need to be accurate and 
comprehensively documented before starting data collection on equipment that needs to be 
linked to facility locations. 

20. Power source(s). Record all the relevant power sources at the facility. Ask a health facility worker 

if the facility pays the government for power (likely a national grid) or pays a local/community-

based organization for power (likely a microgrid). The presence of a solar system or generator 

can be visually assessed on site. More than one option can be selected if applicable; for instance, 

a facility with a solar system may be connected to a microgrid. Definitions of each power source 

are provided below. 

a. National grid: a system of wires that transports electricity from power sources to multiple 

parts of a country. 

b. Microgrid: defined by US Dept of Energy Microgrid Exchange Group as “a group of 

interconnected loads and distributed energy resources within clearly defined electrical 

boundaries that acts as a single controllable entity with respect to the grid. A microgrid 

can connect and disconnect from the grid to enable it to operate in both grid-connected or 

island-mode.”d 

c. Generator: a machine typically powered by fuel that converts mechanical energy into 

electrical energy. An example can be found in Annex B, Figure 2. 

d. Solar system: assembly of solar array, electrical cabling, support structure, control, and 

energy storage. 

23. Mobile network coverage. Use Opensignal mobile application to determine the type(s) of mobile 

network coverage available at the health facility. 

 
d More information on microgrids can be found at https://www.energy.gov/articles/how-microgrids-work.  

https://www.energy.gov/articles/how-microgrids-work
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33. Room airflow/ventilation. Use environmental meter to measure air flow. This yes/no Boolean field 

can be answered subjectively based on expert opinion if not measured or if direction on what is 

adequate is unclear. 

34. Ambient temperature (°C). Use environmental meter to measure ambient temperature. 

35. Relative humidity percentage (RH%). Use environmental meter to measure relative humidity. 

42. Orientation. Use compass to determine orientation of outdoor-facing door or window. 

48. Roof type/style. See Annex B, Figure 1.e 

51. Roof slope (°). Use inclinometer to measure roof slope. 

52. Roof azimuth (°). Use compass to determine roof azimuth. 

53. Substructure material. The substructure is the collection of beams supporting the roof. 

Substructure material can be determined by observation if the roof supports are visible from 

inside or outside of the health facility. 

54. Substructure support spacing. Use laser distance meter to measure linear distance between 

substructure support beams. 

3.3. Cold chain equipment inspection 

3.3.1. Equipment 

The device models and mobile applications listed (Table 2) were used by PATH during inspections. These 

specific device models and mobile apps could perform all the functions required by the inspection procedure.  

Certain substitutions may be acceptable for those wishing to utilize this inspection procedure; however, not 

all brands and models will have the same capabilities. For example, an iPad was used to complete 

evaluations but other internet-enabled smart devices (tablets or phones) may be suitable replacements for 

those wishing to utilize this inspection procedure. Using a different device for data collection would require 

identification of compatible accessories (e.g., thermal camera) and mobile applications that are required for 

inspections. Similarly, the Fulcrum mobile application was used for data collection, but this inspection 

procedure was written with the intention that another data collection tool with similar capabilities may be 

used. This is not a specific endorsement or recommendation for any of the devices or brands. 

Table 2. Devices and tools used by PATH during cold chain equipment inspections. 

Devices Other tools 

Solar power meter [TES-132] Tape measure 

Digital multimeter [FLIR DM93] Ruler 

Inclinometer [iHandy Carpenter mobile app] Ladder 

Thermal imaging camera accessory for iPad [FLIR 

ONE] and compatible software 
Thermocouple and datalogger 

Moisture meter [FLIR MR77] 
Test leads (at least two, black and red, crocodile 

clamps) 

Infrared (IR) video thermometer [Extech VIR50] Level within mobile app [iHandy Carpenter mobile app] 

Earth ground resistance tester kit [Extech 382252] Hexagon wrenches, US and metric 

Digital multimeter and insulation tester [FLIR IM75] Allen wrenches 

 
e For this assessment, PATH utilized the JTC Roofing Contractors Ltd website to identify roof type/style. More information is available at 

https://www.jtcroofing.co.uk/roof-types/. 

https://www.jtcroofing.co.uk/roof-types/
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Devices Other tools 

Laser distance meter [Fluke 414D] Wire stripper and cutter 

Environmental meter [Extech EN100] Flat and Philips screwdrivers 

Clamp meter [FLIR CM174] Insulated handle pliers 

iPad loaded with the following mobile applications: 

• Fulcrum 

• Sun Surveyor 

• Camera 

• Compass 

• Hukseflux Thermal Sensors Pyranometer 

• iHandy Carpenter 

Flashlight 

 

The following general instructions for equipment use apply to all questions in the inspection: 

• If roof access is required to answer a question, use a ladder to safely access the roof. For any roof 

unsuitable to support a person, modify inspection so that getting on the roof is not required or ignore 

parts of the inspection. 

• For any questions requiring photos, use the iPad camera to link photos directly to the correct 

equipment and facility. Photos not linked correctly should be attached to the correct equipment and 

facility after the inspection. 

• For any questions requiring thermal photos, use the thermal imaging camera accessory for the iPad. 

3.3.2. CCE inspection procedure 

PATH’s inspections of CCE required several steps to answer the questions in the Fulcrum data collection 

tool. Instructions, definitions, and/or clarification are provided for select questions to assist inspectors who 

wish to use this methodology. Any definitions provided in the procedure are intended to define a term only 

as it was used during PATH’s evaluations and should not be interpreted as universal definitions. As 

previously described, skip logic was used, so some questions would not appear during an inspection, 

depending on the answers provided to previous questions. 

The following terms appear multiple times throughout the inspection procedure and are defined here for 

reference: 

• AC systems: CCE powered by alternating current electricity supplied by an external source (national 

grid). 

• Direct current (DC) systems: CCE powered by direct current solar electricity. 

• Azimuth: geographic direction that a solar panel/module is facing, expressed as the angle between the 

vector pointing to geographic north and the component of the vector normal to the panel/module 

surface in the horizontal plane. 

• Orientation: cardinal direction that a solar panel/module is facing. 

• Inclination: angle between the back of a solar panel/module and the horizontal plane. 

• Braze damage: damage at the joint(s) between pipes due to brazing itself or corrosion or other 

degradation at the brazed location. 

• Hotspot: unintentional solar cell overheating caused by shading, soiling, or mechanical faults.5 
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This inspection methodology collects data on several common components of CCE. These components 

are listed in Table 3. Annex B contains resources that are intended to assist an inspector in locating and 

identifying these components. These general resources are not specific to a particular brand or model. 

Every model will be different, and some models may not contain all components included in the 

inspection procedure. 

Table 3. Components referenced in cold chain equipment inspection within Fulcrum mobile application. Figures noted 

appear in Annex B. Components listed without a resource for identification either do not have an applicable resource 

in this document, or have more details provided in the inspection instructions. 

Refrigerator 

Element Component Resource(s) to identify 

Cabinet 

Casing Figure 19 

Base Figure 19 

Access cover Figure 19 

Vents Figure 19 

Manufacturing labels Figure 20 

Condensation drainage Figure 24 

Door or lid 

Handle Figure 9 

Gasket Figure 9 

Hinges Figure 9 

Hardware N/A 

Latch/clasp Figure 21 

Lock Figure 9 

Key N/A 

External controls 

Keypad Figure 9 “control panel” 

Temperature display Figure 9 “display/thermometer” 

Power light emitting diode (LED) Figure 9 “indicator light” 

Power switch Figure 9 “on/off switch” 

Power supply 

AC power cable Figure 11 

Voltage stabilizer Figure 10, Figure 25 

PV cable Figure 22 

DC input receptacle Figure 22 

Vaccine 
compartment 

Shelving/baskets Figure 9 

Wall Figure 26 

Bottom Figure 26 

Grate N/A 

Condensation baffle N/A 

Support bridge N/A 

Drain Figure 26 

Temperature sensors 

Mount Figure 23 

Cable seal Figure 23 

Thermostat sensor Figure 4, Figure 10, Figure 23 

External display sensor Figure 23 

Internal circulation fan N/A 

Ice bank 
Water packs Figure 26 

Ice bank panels N/A 

Electronics 
compartment 

Base plate Figure 26 

Thermostat plug N/A 
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Fan Figure 4, Figure 10 

Compressor Figure 4, Figure 10, Figure 27, Figure 29 

Compressor controller Figure 31 

Compressor starting device Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 32 

Piping Figure 4, Figure 10, Figure 27 

Thermostat controller Figure 27, Figure 28 

Internal condenser Figure 4, Figure 10, Figure 29 

Starting capacitor Figure 32 

External condenser Figure 30 

Filter dryer Figure 27, Figure 28 

Capillary Figure 28 

Solar array 

Element Component Resource(s) to identify 

Modules 

Glass Figure 13 

Encapsulant Figure 13 

Frame Figure 13 

Junction box Figure 13 

Cell Figure 6, Figure 13 

Backsheet Figure 13 

Wiring 

Interconnects Figure 3, Figure 5 

Combiner boxes N/A 

PV output cable Figure 3, Figure 4 “solar array cable” 

Support structure Mounting Figure 17, Figure 3 

Grounding 

Element Component Resource(s) to identify 

System 

Lightning rod N/A 

Ground rod Figure 18 

Ground pit Figure 18 

Ground rod lug Figure 18 

PV array 
Ground conductor Figure 18 “ground rod” 

Support structure Figure 3 

Equipment Earth conductor Figure 18 “ground rod” 

Other 

Element Component Resource(s) to identify 

Spare parts Fuses Figure 4, Figure 5 

 

Question numbers correspond to the questions listed in Annex A. Instructions are not provided for all 

questions; if instructions are not provided for a question, an inspector should be able to answer through 

visual observation or by interviewing health workers and/or other equipment users. Furthermore, 

definitions are provided below for some (but not all) terms that appear in questions and as answer 

choices in the Annex A spreadsheet. 

Stage 1: Metadata (questions 1–67) 

1. Brand and model. All brands and models of PQS-prequalified CCE and legacy equipment 
produced under Product Information Sheets, the precursor to PQS, as well as certain domestic 
models were provided as options for this field during PATH’s evaluations. The options for this 
field should be defined before starting data collection based on the inspection sample. 
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9. PQS product identification (ID). Match within PQS product catalogue. 

10. PQS valid until. Find date in PQS product catalogue. 

11. Solar direct drive or AC mains powered. If CCE is connected to solar array without a battery, it is 
solar direct drive powered. If CCE is connected to power supply from a large/national grid, it is AC 
mains powered. 

12. Technology type. Indications of each technology type are provided below: 

a. AC mains powered: CCE is connected to power supply from large/national grid. 

b. DC solar with battery: CCE is connected to a solar array, and energy is stored in a 
battery. 

c. SDD: CCE is connected to a solar array, and energy is stored by freezing water or 
other phase change material. 

19. Power (W). Use solar power meter to measure power (in watts) of the solar array. 

20. Voltage (direct current voltage [VDC]). Use multimeter on VDC setting with test leads connected 
to the array output cable to measure voltage of the solar array. This cable is labeled in Figure 4 
as “solar array cable.” 

21. # Modules. A module is a collection of solar (photovoltaic) cells. One or more modules form a 
solar panel, as shown in Figure 6. Count the number of modules. 

22. # Series. Solar modules in series have the positive terminal of the first module connected to the 
negative terminal of the second module, the positive terminal of the second module connected to 
the negative terminal of the third module, and so on, as shown in Figure 7. The number of 
modules in series can be counted based on the wiring of the array. 

23. # Parallel. Solar modules in parallel have all positive terminals connected and all negative 
terminals connected, as shown in Figure 8. The number of modules in parallel can be counted 
based on the wiring of the array.  

24. Module rated power (W). Module rated power is the power expected from a PV module when 
operating under standard test conditions and is measured in a laboratory. Rated power is also 
referred to as rated capacity, nameplate capacity, or installed capacity. This information should 
be available from the manufacturer and listed on a label or in the manual/other documentation. 

25. Module short circuit current (Isc). This value is determined in a lab under standard test conditions. 
This information should be available from the manufacturer and listed on a label or in the 
manual/other documentation. 

26. Module open circuit voltage (Voc). This value is determined in a lab under standard test 
conditions. This information should be available from the manufacturer and listed on a label or in 
the manual/other documentation. 

27. Module width (mm). Use tape measure or laser distance meter to measure module width. 

28. Module length (mm). Use tape measure or laser distance meter to measure module length. 

29. Module thickness (mm). Use tape measure or laser distance meter to measure module thickness 
(smallest dimension of module). 

30. Rated operating temperature (°C). This information should be available from the manufacturer 
and listed on a label or in the manual/other documentation. 

31. Orientation type. Use a compass to determine if the support structure orients the solar panel to 
face north and south or east and west. 

32. Angle/slope configurations. Use inclinometer to determine the tilt angle of the solar panels in 
reference to the horizontal. More than one option can be selected if multiple panels/modules are 
tilted at different angles. 

33. Number of supports. Count the number of individual, independent structures supporting the solar 
modules. 

http://apps.who.int/immunization_standards/vaccine_quality/pqs_catalogue/index.aspx
http://apps.who.int/immunization_standards/vaccine_quality/pqs_catalogue/index.aspx
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34. Total required surface area (length). Use laser distance meter to measure length of the combined 
footprint of all support structures on roof. 

35. Total required surface area (width). Use laser distance meter to measure width of the combined 
footprint of all support structures on roof. 

36. Total required surface area (area). Calculate the area of the combined footprint of all support 
structures on roof by multiplying the length and width recorded in the previous questions. 

37. PV array output cable (m). Use laser distance meter to measure length of PV output cable. 

38. PV array to ground conductor (m). Use laser distance meter to measure length of cable 
connecting solar array to ground conductor. 

39. Refrigerator to ground conductor (m). Use laser distance meter to measure length of cable 
connecting refrigerator to ground conductor. 

41. Functional status. Operational: CCE is fully functional (turns on, runs, and cools to desired 
temperature range). Damaged: equipment is functional, but something is wrong (e.g., damaged 
hardware or cooling to wrong temperature part of the time). Broken: equipment is nonfunctional 
(e.g., temperature outside of desired range 100% of time, or not turning on).  

53. Temperature monitoring devices in use. Reference Figure 33–Figure 39 to identify the type(s) of 
temperature monitoring device(s) in use. 

65. Administrative location. This field provides country-specific options for regions, subregions, 
districts, villages, and/or neighborhoods to correctly identify the health facility. These data and the 
organization of health facilities and levels in a given country need to be accurate and 
comprehensively documented before starting data collection on equipment that needs to be 
linked to facility locations. 

Stage 2: Screening (questions 68–94) 

68. Equipment fully installed. The equipment is fully installed if it is usable in current condition. 

69. Refrigerator operational. The equipment is operational if it is fully functional (turns on, runs, and 
cools to desired temperature range). 

71. Adequate locale. Locale can be considered adequate if the refrigerator is in a secure space, 
accessible to appropriate users, and shielded from harsh outdoor conditions. The refrigerator 
should not be placed where water damage or direct sunlight exposure may occur. 

73. External display working. External temperature display is working if a temperature can be read 
from the display. Accuracy of reading is evaluated separately. 

Stage 3: Assessment (questions 95–137) 

98. Minimum voltage (alternating current voltage [VAC]). Use multimeter on VAC setting with test 
leads connected to the AC power supply. Observe voltage fluctuations for approximately 60 
seconds and record minimum voltage observed. 

99. Maximum voltage (VAC). Use multimeter on VAC setting with test leads connected to the AC 
power supply. Observe voltage fluctuations for approximately 60 seconds and record maximum 
voltage observed. 

100. Minimum frequency (Hz). Use multimeter on frequency setting with test leads connected to the 
AC power supply. Observe frequency fluctuations for approximately 60 seconds and record 
minimum frequency observed. 

101. Maximum frequency (Hz). Use multimeter on frequency setting with test leads connected to the 
AC power supply. Observe frequency fluctuations for approximately 60 seconds and record 
maximum frequency observed. 
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Stage 4: Visual Inspection & Measurements (questions 138–542) 

In this section, components of the cold chain equipment are inspected. Certain questions about CCE 

components list potential factors that may have problems; select any of these factors to bring up 

additional questions about the severity of a problem or the quality of a component attribute. 

When problems with a component are identified, the severity of the problem is evaluated according to the 

following scale: None, Minor, Significant, Major, Extreme. Although the severity is ultimately determined 

by the opinion of the inspector, the following definitions used during PATH’s evaluations may be helpful to 

distinguish between severity levels. 

• None: no detectable problem. 

• Minor: noticeable but does not impede function. Repairs not required at this point but may be required 

if problem worsens. 

• Significant: problem is suspected to be/could be impeding function of component enough to prevent 

component from working as desired. Repair is desirable but not urgent. 

• Major: component partially functions but problem has clear negative impact on performance or 

usefulness of component. Should be repaired as soon as possible. 

• Extreme: component cannot function at all and/or presents a danger to users due to problem. 

Requires attention/correction/repair immediately for safety and/or return of function. 

Similarly, the quality of component attributes (e.g., design or location) is evaluated according to the 

following scale: Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, Bad. Although the quality is ultimately determined by the 

opinion of the inspector, the following definitions used during PATH’s evaluations may be helpful to 

distinguish between quality levels. 

• Excellent: best possible quality. Cannot be improved. 

• Good: close to the best possible quality. Some improvement is possible but unnecessary. 

• Fair: satisfactory quality with potential to improve. Minimum quality that does not require 

attention/correction. 

• Poor: attention/correction is needed. 

• Bad: worst possible quality. Attention/correction is needed urgently. 

138-141. Sun exposure. Use Sun Surveyor mobile application to evaluate the potential for direct sunlight 
exposure. 

146. Level reading screenshot. Use the level tool within the mobile application iHandy Carpenter. 
Place the level on top of the CCE on a flat surface and take a screenshot of the level reading on 
the iPad. 

147. Level reading x-axis (°). Record the level reading x-axis from the level tool on the iHandy 
Carpenter application. 

148. Level reading y-axis (°). Record the level reading y-axis from the level tool on the iHandy 
Carpenter application. 

194. Gasket integrity thermal photos. Take gasket integrity thermal photos with the door closed. 

195. Gasket integrity moisture readings. Use imaging feature on moisture meter to capture an image 
of gasket moisture. Example image shown in Figure 40. 

208. Latch/clasp. Broken: latch/clasp does not keep door closed tightly when engaged. 
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223. Gap offset (mm). Use ruler to measure the distance between the refrigerator door edge and the 
refrigerator cabinet edge in two places (i.e., one measurement near the hinged side of door and 
one near the free side of door). The difference between these two measurements is the gap 
offset. 

224. Keypad. Unresponsive: keypad buttons do not trigger the intended response. Broken: keypad is 
unusable due to physical damage or other issue. 

228. Temperature display. Broken: temperature display does not turn on and/or display a temperature 
reading. Accuracy of reading is evaluated separately. Digits: some part of a temperature reading 
is displayed but there are digits or parts of digits that do not display correctly. Fixation: there is a 
problem with the attachment between the temperature display and the cold chain equipment. 

235. Power LED. Broken: external power LED is broken if it does not turn on when the equipment is 
receiving power. For DC systems, check power LED when the solar power system is receiving 
sunlight. 

241. AC power cable. Damaged: the AC power cable has visible destruction (e.g., rodent damage).  

242. Voltage stabilizer. A voltage stabilizer is an electrical device designed to reduce fluctuations in 
input voltage and frequency to ensure a stable electrical supply.5 Functionality may be assessed 
by the readout or status indicator on the voltage stabilizer, or with a multimeter. Malfunctioning: 
voltage stabilizer somewhat regulates incoming power supply but is not functioning entirely as 
intended and could be improved/repaired. Non-functional: voltage stabilizer does not regulate 
incoming power supply. Surge arrester: see Figure 11 for examples. 

243. PV cable. Loom: woven layer surrounding cable. Insulation: check the insulation around the cable 
for damage. Connector: the physical PV cable connection (usually an M4 connector). 

249. Vaccine vial monitor (VVM) stage. VVM stage should be interpreted according to Figure 12. 
Report highest VVM stage observed among all vials. 

255. Moisture reading (%). Use moisture meter to take moisture reading of matte/uncoated packaging. 

260. Moisture reading (%). Use moisture meter to take moisture reading of glossy/polycoated 
packaging. 

271. Walls. To evaluate temperature distribution, open the door and immediately use infrared (IR) 
thermometer to read temperature at 5–6 points distributed around the storage compartment walls. 
Record minimum and maximum values observed, which will be required for questions 277 and 
278. Evaluate the consistency of readings. Alternatively, or in conjunction with the IR 
thermometer analysis, a thermal photo of the storage compartment walls can be taken 
immediately after opening the door using thermal imaging camera with software to identify 
minimum and maximum temperatures. 

279. Bottom. To evaluate temperature distribution, open the door and immediately use IR thermometer 
to read temperature at 5–6 points distributed around the storage compartment bottom. Record 
minimum and maximum values observed, which will be required for questions 284 and 285. 
Evaluate the consistency of readings. Alternatively, or in conjunction with the IR thermometer 
analysis, a thermal photo of the storage compartment bottom can be taken immediately after 
opening the door using thermal imaging camera with software to identify minimum and maximum 
temperatures. 

288. Condensation baffle. Certain CCE models have a condensation baffle in the vaccine 
compartment. Use a manual to identify this component if necessary. Damaged: condensation 
baffle has physical damage. 

290. Support bridge. Certain CCE models have a support bridge in the vaccine compartment. Use a 
manual to identify this component if necessary.  

296. Drain temperature (°C). Use the IR thermometer to measure drain temperature. 

307. Cable seal surface temperature (°C). Use the IR thermometer to measure cable seal surface 
temperature. 
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308. Thermostat sensor. Accuracy: if possible, locate the thermostat sensor (the equipment manual 
may provide guidance) and temporarily remove any components blocking the sensor (e.g., 
vaccines, storage compartment shelves or walls). Thermostat sensors may not be accessible in 
some models. To evaluate accuracy of the sensor, take a thermocouple reading as close to the 
thermostat sensor as possible and compare thermocouple reading to thermostat reading. Record 
thermocouple reading to answer question 315. Airflow: evaluate airflow using environmental 
meter. 

317. External display sensor. Accuracy: if possible, locate the external display sensor (the equipment 
manual may provide guidance) and temporarily remove any components blocking the sensor 
(e.g. vaccines, storage compartment shelves or walls). External display sensors may not be 
accessible in some models. To evaluate accuracy of the sensor, take a thermocouple reading as 
close to the external display sensor as possible and compare thermocouple reading to external 
display reading. Record thermocouple reading to answer question 325. Airflow: evaluate airflow 
using environmental meter. 

326. Refrigerator center thermocouple reading (°C). Record thermocouple reading taken in the center 
of the refrigerator storage compartment. 

327. Internal circulation fan. Certain Vestfrost models contain an internal circulation fan. Nonfunctional: 
fan does not turn on and rotate. 

328. Ice bank water level (cm). Use a ruler to measure the distance from the top of the filling tube neck 
to the water surface. 

330. Ice bank photos. An ice bank may be an internal lining surrounding the vaccine storage 
compartment that is filled with ice, cold water, or other coolant.5 In some refrigerators, the ice 
bank does not completely surround the vaccine storage compartment and instead sits inside a 
compartment adjacent to the vaccine storage compartment. 

334. Minimum temperature (°C). Use a thermocouple to read temperatures at 5–6 points distributed 
around the ice bank module/panel. Record minimum value observed. Alternatively, take a thermal 
image of the panels and analyze the image to find the lowest value. This may require additional 
software. 

335. Maximum temperature (°C). Use a thermocouple to read temperatures at 5–6 points distributed 
around the ice bank module/panel. Record maximum value observed. Alternatively, take a 
thermal image of the panels and analyze the image to find the lowest value. This may require 
additional software. 

Questions 336–447 refer to the electronics/motor compartment. To access the electronics/motor 

compartment, the ventilation grill may need to be removed using screwdrivers, wrenches, or specialized 

instruments, depending on manufacturer. 

336. Ambient temperature (°C). Use environmental meter to measure ambient temperature. 
Temperatures at certain locations may be elevated due to warm componentry, so try to take an 
indicative measurement of the general temperature inside the compartment. 

337. Relative humidity (RH%). Use environmental meter to measure relative humidity. 

344. Thermostat plug. Identify the cable connecting the thermostat controller to the thermostat sensor. 
Check the seal at the location where this cable enters the vaccine compartment (or leaves the 
motor compartment) 

349. # of cooling circuits. If equipment can keep separate compartments (i.e., refrigerator and freezer 
compartments) at different temperatures, the equipment has 2 cooling circuits. Check for the 
presence of 2 compressors to confirm 2 cooling circuits. 

350. Fan #1. Damaged: fan has physical damage or is not working entirely as intended. Miswired: 
visually check fan for loose wires or other signs of illicit repairs. If fan is suspected to be miswired 
based on visual inspection, compare wiring to circuit diagram to confirm. 

351. Fan #1 input voltage (VDC). Use multimeter on VDC setting with test leads connected to the fan 
input wires. 
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352. Fan #1 input voltage (VAC). Use multimeter on VAC setting with test leads connected to the fan 
input wires. 

363. Compressor #1 input pipe temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure temperature of 
compressor input pipe. 

364. Compressor #1 surface temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure temperature of 
compressor surface. 

365. Compressor #1 output pipe temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure temperature of 
compressor output pipe. 

366. Compressor #1 controller or starting device. Miswired: visually check compressor 
controller/starting device for loose wires or other signs of illicit repairs. All spade terminals should 
be connected with appropriate wires. If compressor is suspected to be miswired based on visual 
inspection, compare wiring to circuit diagram to confirm. Damaged: controller/starting device has 
physical damage or compressor does not run after refrigerator has been open for >10 minutes. 

368. Compressor #1 controller input voltage at +/- terminals (VDC). Use multimeter on VDC setting 
with test leads connected to compressor controller positive and negative input terminals to 
measure voltage. 

369. Compressor #1 controller input current at +/- terminals (amperes, direct current [ADC]). Use DC 
clamp meter surrounding compressor controller positive or negative input terminals to measure 
current. 

370. Compressor #1 starting device input voltage (VAC). Use multimeter on VAC setting with test 
leads connected to starting device input wires to measure voltage. 

371. Piping #1. Broken: piping cannot function in its current state (i.e., fluid cannot pass through or is 
all released). 

374. Thermostat controller #1. Setting: thermostat controller turns on and gives a reading but user 
cannot select or change the temperature setting. Damaged: thermostat controller does not turn 
on or does not give a temperature reading or has physical damage interfering with the use of the 
controller. Miswired: visually check controller for loose wires or other signs of illicit repairs. If 
controller is suspected to be miswired based on visual inspection, compare wiring to circuit 
diagram to confirm. 

380. Internal condenser #1 center surface temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure 
temperature at the center of internal condenser surface. 

381. Internal condenser #1 input pipe temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure temperature of 
internal condenser input pipe. 

382. Internal condenser #1 output pipe temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure temperature 
of internal condenser output pipe. 

383. Starting capacitor #1. Some models will have a starting capacitor. Damaged: starting capacitor 
has physical damage. 

387. External condenser #1 center surface temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure 
temperature at the center of external condenser surface. 

388. External condenser #1 input pipe temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure temperature of 
external condenser input pipe. 

389. External condenser #1 output pipe temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure temperature 
of external condenser output pipe. 

390. Filter dryer #1. Broken: inspect the filter dryer for physical damage that may impact function. 
Other signs that a filter dryer may be broken include freezing evaporator coils, a drop in 
temperature across the filter dryer, or low condenser coil temperatures.f Use thermocouple to 
evaluate temperatures across the filter dryer if needed. Additionally, if it appears that previous 

 
f For more information on liquid line filter drier issues visit https://www.hunker.com/13409094/signs-and-symptoms-of-a-bad-liquid-line-filter-dryer.  

https://www.hunker.com/13409094/signs-and-symptoms-of-a-bad-liquid-line-filter-dryer
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repairs have been done, poor brazing or other indications of possibly problematic technique may 
indicate that the filter dryer could be clogged or otherwise broken. Without troubleshooting the 
cooling circuit in depth, it may be difficult or impossible to know if the filter dryer is broken if it has 
already been established that there is a cooling circuit issue.  

393. Filter dryer #1 input temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure temperature of filter dryer 
input pipe. 

394. Filter dryer #1 surface temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure temperature of filter dryer 
surface. 

395. Capillary #1. Broken: capillary cannot function in its current state (i.e., fluid cannot pass through 
or all fluid is lost at that point). Potential symptoms of a broken capillary may include a 
compressor running hot. 

398. Capillary #1 temperature (°C). Use thermocouple to measure temperature of capillary. 

For instructions and term clarification regarding cooling circuit #2 (questions 399–447), refer to 

corresponding questions about cooling circuit #1 (questions 350–398). 

449. Glass. Fracture: glass sheet has a crack but is still held together. Breakage: piece(s) of glass are 
detached from glass sheet. Anti-reflective coating (ARC) delamination: ARC comes off the 
module glass surface.g 

450. Encapsulant. Discoloration: See Figure 14 for an example of encapsulant discoloration. 

451. Frame. Damaged: frame has physical damage. 

453. Cell. Broken: cell has physical damage that makes it unusable. Snail trails: micro-cracks in solar 
cells (see Figure 15). Solder ribbon discoloration: see Figure 16 to identify solder ribbons 
connecting solar cells. Check for discoloration of solder ribbons. Poor solder wetting/contact: 
solder ribbon has poor contact with cell (e.g., loose or gaps). Finger interruption/metallization 
smudges: see Figure 16 to identify solar cell fingers. Check for interruptions or smudges in cell 
fingers. Cell mismatch: cells of varying current are connected in series.h Poor edge isolation: 
grooves cut around the cell are not isolating the front of the cell from the back of the cell as they 
are intended to. Polarized cells: solar cells that are at a positive voltage relative to the ground due 
to an inadequate grounding system, resulting in reduced power output. This failure mode is 
unlikely to occur in the size of solar system typically used to support a refrigerator but may be 
diagnosed if reduced power output and/or an inadequate grounding system are observed.6 

454. Backsheet. Delamination from ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA): backsheet has separated from EVA 
encapsulant. 

456. Interconnects. Interconnects are electrical wiring used to connect individual solar modules or 
batteries into larger groupings.5 

461. Combiner boxes. A combiner box is an electrical connection enclosure or fitting where solar 
module interconnects are joined to the solar array output cable.5 Check the combiner boxes for 
physical damage such as embrittlement or poor connections with solar cables. 

462. PV output cable. Connector: the fitting of a power cable that connects to power source cable or 
receptacle.5  

474-478. Array sunpath/shading. Use Sun Surveyor mobile app to evaluate sun exposure at the array and 
take screenshots. 

For questions 479–521, ‘normally operating’ refers to the solar array in its normal state, connected to an 

external load (the CCE while it is running). No changes need to be made to the wiring to answer 

questions about normally operating measurements. However, be sure that the refrigerator compressor is 

running while normally operating measurements are recorded. If the refrigerator is not running, open the 

door for a few minutes to trigger the compressor to start before taking measurements. ‘Short circuit’ refers 

 
g For more information on delamination and other solar PV module issues visit https://www.ee.co.za/article/solar-pv-module-faults-failings.html.  
h For more information on causes and effects of cell mismatch visit https://review.solar/solar-panel-hot-spot/.  

https://www.ee.co.za/article/solar-pv-module-faults-failings.html
https://review.solar/solar-panel-hot-spot/
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to electrical circuits with no resistance. Modules/panels/arrays will need to be changed to short circuits by 

connecting positive and negative output wires to answer questions about short circuit measurements. 

‘Open circuit’ refers to electrical circuits without a continuous path between terminals such that the net 

current is zero. Modules/panels/arrays will need to be changed to open circuits by disconnecting positive 

and negative output wires from any external loads to answer questions about open circuit measurements. 

479. Sufficient solar power. Use solar power meter or pyranometer mobile app to measure solar 
radiation. ‘Sufficient solar power’ is defined as solar radiation > 400 W/m2. 

481. Array horizontal solar radiation (W/m2). Use solar power meter or pyranometer mobile app to 
measure the solar radiation received on a horizontal plane at the location of the array. 

482. Array voltage open circuit (Voc). With the array disconnected from any load, use multimeter on 
VDC setting with test leads connected to the PV array output cable to measure open circuit 
voltage. 

483. Array current short circuit (Isc). While the array is short circuited, use clamp meter on DC ampere 
setting to measure short circuit current. 

485. Array current normally operating (Ino). While array is operating normally, use clamp meter on DC 
ampere setting to measure current. 

486. Array voltage normally operating (Vno). While array is operating normally, use multimeter on VDC 
setting with test leads connected to the PV array output cable to measure voltage. 

488. Panel orientation. Use compass to determine panel orientation. 

490. Panel normally operating thermal photos. Take thermal photo(s) of panel while panel is normally 
operating (connected to external load). 

491. Panel azimuth (°). Use compass to measure panel azimuth. 

492. Panel inclination (°). Use inclinometer to measure panel inclination. 

493. Panel level (°). Use level placed on top edge of panel to measure panel level. 

494. Ambient temperature (°C). Use environmental meter to measure ambient temperature. 

495. Relative humidity (RH%). Use environmental meter to measure relative humidity. 

496. Panel normal solar radiation (W/m2). Use solar power meter to measure solar radiation received 
normal to the front of the panel. 

497. Panel voltage open circuit (Voc). With the panel disconnected from any other panels or loads, use 
multimeter on VDC setting with test leads connected to the panel output terminals to measure 
open circuit voltage. 

498. Panel current short circuit (Isc). While the panel is short circuited, use clamp meter on DC 
ampere setting to measure short circuit current. 

499. Panel short circuit thermal photos. Take thermal photo(s) of panel while the panel is short 
circuited. 

502. Module orientation. Use compass to determine module orientation. 

503. Module azimuth (°). Use compass to determine module azimuth. 

504. Module inclination (°). Use inclinometer to measure module inclination. 

505. Module level (°). Use level placed on top edge of module to measure module level. 

507. Module normally operating thermal photos. Take thermal photo(s) of module while module is 
normally operating. 

508. # of hotspots in normally operating module. Detection of hotspots is sometimes possible through 
visual inspection for evidence of heat damage but may require thermal imaging equipment and 
advanced techniques (such as IR video thermometer or thermal imaging camera and software).5 
See Figure 41 for an example of hotspot detection using thermal imaging equipment. While 
module is normally operating, inspect the module for hotspots visually or with thermal imaging 
equipment. 
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509. High temperature behind junction box in normally operating module. Use IR thermometer to read 
temperature behind junction box. 

510-512. Module normally operating cell temperatures. While the module is normally operating, use IR 
thermometer to take temperature of 5–6 cells in the module. Record minimum and maximum 
temperatures observed, and record average of all observations. Alternatively, use thermal 
imaging equipment with software. 

513. Module normal solar radiation (W/m2). Use solar power meter to measure solar radiation received 
normal to the front of the module. 

514. Module voltage open circuit (Voc). With the module disconnected from any other modules or 
loads, use multimeter on VDC setting with test leads connected to the module terminals to 
measure open circuit voltage. 

515. Module current short circuit (Isc). While the module is short circuited, use clamp meter on DC 
ampere setting to measure short circuit current. 

516. Module short circuit thermal photos. Take thermal photo(s) of module while the module is short 
circuited. 

517. # of hotspots in short circuit. Detection of hotspots is sometimes possible through visual 
inspection for evidence of heat damage but may require thermal imaging equipment and 
advanced techniques (such as IR video thermometer or thermal imaging camera and 
software).Error! Bookmark not defined. See Figure 41 for an example of hotspot detection using thermal 
imaging equipment. While module is short circuited, inspect the module for hotspots visually or 
with thermal imaging equipment. 

518. High temperature behind junction box in short circuit. Use IR thermometer to read temperature 
behind junction box. 

519-521. Module short circuit cell temperatures. While the module is short circuited, use IR thermometer to 
take temperature of 5–6 cells in the module. Record minimum and maximum temperatures 
observed, and record average of all observations. Alternatively, use thermal imaging equipment 
with software. 

523. Ground rod. Protrusion: ground rod sticks out of the ground too far, potentially creating an 
obstacle or trip hazard. 

525. Ground rod earth bond resistance (ohms). Use earth resistance tester, with probe attached to the 
ground rod, to measure earth bond resistance of ground rod. Follow the instructions provided for 
the model of earth resistance tester in use to take the measurement. 

526. Ground rod lug earth bond resistance (ohms). Use earth resistance tester, with probe attached to 
the ground rod lug, to measure earth bond resistance of ground rod lug. Follow the instructions 
provided for the model of earth resistance tester in use to take the measurement. 

530. Support structure earth bond resistance (ohms). Use earth resistance tester, with probe attached 
to the solar array support structure, to measure earth bond resistance of support structure. Follow 
the instructions provided for the model of earth resistance tester in use to take the measurement. 
If the support structure is aluminum, the probe of the earth resistance tester that contacts the 
aluminum may need to scratch through the thin oxide layer on the aluminum to obtain an 
accurate measurement; otherwise, the resistance may appear to be too high. 

531. Lowest module frame earth bond resistance (ohms). Use earth resistance tester, with probe 
attached to the frame of the lowest solar module, to measure earth bond resistance of the lowest 
module frame. Follow the instructions provided for the model of earth resistance tester in use to 
take the measurement. If the module frame is aluminum, the probe of the earth resistance tester 
that contacts the aluminum may need to scratch through the thin oxide layer on the aluminum to 
obtain an accurate measurement; otherwise, the resistance may appear to be too high. Some 
earth resistance tester probes may not be sharp enough to get through the oxide layer. 

532. Highest module frame earth bond resistance (ohms). Use earth resistance tester, with probe 
attached to the frame of the highest solar module, to measure earth bond resistance of the 
highest module frame. Follow the instructions provided for the model of earth resistance tester in 
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use to take the measurement. If the module frame is aluminum, the probe of the earth resistance 
tester that contacts the aluminum may need to scratch through the thin oxide layer on the 
aluminum to obtain an accurate measurement; otherwise, the resistance may appear to be too 
high. Some earth resistance tester probes may not be sharp enough to get through the oxide 
layer. 

533. Earth conductor. Length: if earth bond resistance is higher than expected, according to the 
inspector’s expertise and discretion, the earth conductor may not be long enough. Without 
removing the conductor from the ground, it may not be possible to determine if the conductor 
length is adequate for the system requirements. 

534. Device status. Nonfunctional: thirty-day temperature recorder (30-DTR) is not able to record 
temperatures. 

538. Display. Nonfunctional: display does not turn on or does not show anything. Damaged: display 
turns on and shows content but has physical damage or is malfunctioning in some way. 

541. Data. Recorded data should be recovered through the universal serial bus (USB) port on the 
30-DTR. 

542. Fuses. A fuse is an electrical safety device containing a material that melts at a predetermined 
temperature, thereby relieving the (overcurrent) pressure.5 Check for spare fuses attached to the 
equipment or stored nearby. Ask health facility worker if spare parts are kept in stock. 

Summary (questions 543–546) 

543. Context. Provide a short narrative description of the context of the fridge, location, etc. that 
describes major immediate issues found and any context that may be helpful for someone 
returning to this assessment record. 

544. Findings. Provide a short narrative of any key findings regarding the equipment. This may be 
large failings or conclusions that someone returning to this assessment record should be aware 
of. 

545. Proxy causes. Provide a short narrative description of causes that may be relevant to failures and 
faults, even if they are not root causes or are based on assumptions. 

546. Repairs by assessors. Select any repairs undertaken during the visit. 

4. Discussion 

The inspection procedures documented here were used on a set of refrigerators to obtain data that would 

allow for root cause of failure analysis across refrigerators of different brands, models, and ages. 

However, this root cause of failure analysis was ultimately not completed due to unexpected, diverse, and 

complex implementation challenges that were encountered in each cold chain system where the CCE 

assessment was implemented, requiring adaptation of the assessment methodology and resulting in 

variations in the equipment sample and assessment approach in each country. Despite these 

implementation and equipment sampling challenges and inability to control for numerous confounding 

factors to determine the root cause of failure, the inspection framework was successful in standardizing 

an approach to describing the degree and presence of problems with prequalified vaccine refrigerators.  

Full inspection of an AC-powered refrigerator required approximately 3.5 hours per refrigerator, and 

inspection of an SDD refrigerator and integrated PV solar array performance took at least 5 hours. While 

inspection takes time, it delivers a standard dataset capturing faults for each component of the vaccine 

refrigerator or PV array. However, inspection is not able to ascertain the cause of an existing temperature 

performance failure; rather, it examines CCE for signs of potential future premature failures, which may 

be useful to indicate conditions leading to future equipment performance or quality problems. Collection of 
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the full inspection dataset was labor, time, and test equipment intensive, and ultimately it may not be 

successful for root causes of failure analysis, in particular without a much larger, randomized equipment 

sample and better access to historical 30-DTR data. For future assessments, or post-market monitoring 

(PMM) systems, it may be possible to simplify and reduce the inspection dataset while still providing 

valuable equipment performance and quality information. Assessment findings are intended to help 

identify actions for manufacturers, WHO PQS, and EPI that will help prevent premature failures of 

prequalified CCE. Both approaches (full inspection and simplified inspection) are supported with a new 

mobile data collection and management application developed during this project that could be adapted 

and used to guide a standard approach to equipment inspection as a tool for PMM.  

Future implementations of this standardized assessment methodology (Table 4) should plan for flexibility 

and refinements to the tool, as each country will be different, and the age and type of equipment, 

logistics, and technical expertise of partners will vary. The inclusion of a user guide to accompany the 

mobile data collection tool, such as the inspection procedures set out here, can also help to facilitate 

adherence to the standardized investigation protocol. 

Table 4. Summary of the inspection methodology and recommendations for future implementers of this methodology. 

Advantages 

• Standardized inspection approach supports high-quality data collection by different assessors.  

• Can target data collection on technical criteria on design or production issues.  

• Less dependent on 30-DTR data to identify performance problems. 

• Less dependent on accurate CCEI data to locate equipment. 

• Potential approach for PMM of quality and performance. 

Disadvantages 

• Time intensive in current form. 

• Faults cannot be linked to causes of equipment failures unless large datasets or random 
samples collected. 

• Specialized test equipment required for many data points. 

• Analysis complicated by variable and sometimes large numbers of criteria scored for each 
component. 

• Analysis remains undeveloped to link any causation to identified faults. 

Recommendations 

for future 

implementers 

• Reduce inspection data collection fields according to CCEI, technical expertise, time, and 
resources available.  

• Require completion of all inspection data fields, including confirming no issue, N/A, or 
unknown. 

• Modify equipment/country selection to control for age and external factors. 

Abbreviations: 30-DTR, thirty-day temperature recorder; CCEI, cold chain equipment inventory; PMM, post-market monitoring. 

 

In the context of PMM surveillance efforts in which highly specialized technical experts will not be 

available and where temperature performance problems may not be detectable due to a lack of access to 

30-DTR data, a simplified version of the inspection approach may be highly appropriate.  

It will be important to refine the data entry fields to ensure they are objective and, in some cases, reduce 

the number of assessment questions to focus on indicators of faults, such as a lack of routine 

maintenance or corrosion. Inspection of SDD solar arrays’ production and installation quality may help 

identify important gaps that might limit the expected lifetime of these systems.  

Future work could include optimization of the assessment data collection tool and expanded 

implementation of the CCE assessment protocol in additional CCE systems and countries to build a 

larger dataset that could help enable predictive analytics and machine learning approaches to extract 

insights on root causes of PQS-prequalified vaccine refrigerator failures.  
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As it stands and for its designated purpose, the Fulcrum tool is a robust, tested, and useful mobile 

application for collecting and consolidating data on CCE component status and faults and can continue to 

be used and modified as needed. The level of detail collected provides a strong foundation for future 

work. 
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Annexes 

Annex A. Data collection fields  

Please click on the pin icon below to open the spreadsheet. 

 

 

Abbreviations for Annex A 

3D three-dimensional 

30-DTR thirty-day temperature recorder 

3G third generation (mobile communication system) 

4G fourth generation (mobile communication system) 

ADC amperes, direct current 

ARC anti-reflective coating 

CCE cold chain equipment 

DC direct current 

DOH  Department of Health 

EPI Expanded Programme on Immunization 

EU European Union 

EVA ethylene-vinyl acetate 

ext. external 

GAVI Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations 

GSK GlaxoSmithKline 

GSM global system for mobile communication 

ID identification 

Ino normally operating current 

IR infrared 

Isc current, short circuit 

JICA Japan International Cooperation Agency 

LED light emitting diode 

LPG liquid petroleum gas 

MSF Médecins Sans Frontières 


Data fields

		Data collection fields

														Skip logic

		Inspection type		Inspection module		Topic		Element		Component		Question number		Condition #1		Condition #1 applies to question #		Condition #2		Condition #2 applies to question #		Question		Required		Answer field type		For list: selection type		List options		Brand/model options (1)		Brand/model options (2)		Brand/model options (3)		In-app information		Equipment needed

		HF										A										Status				list		choose one		Not visited; Visited; Surveyed; Assessed

		HF										B										Project (country)				list		choose one		Ghana; Malawi; Philippines; No Project

		HF										1										Facility Name		*		string												(CSREF ou CSCOM) Nomenducentre

		HF										2										Facility Type		*		list		choose one		DOH Regional Office; Provincial Health Office; City Health Office; Municipal Health Office; Health District Office; Rural Health Unit; Barangay Health Station; Health Center; Public Hospital; Animal Bite Centers; Animal Bite Treatment Centers; Other (enter string value)

		HF										3										Administrative location (new)		*		list		choose one		country-specific options

		HF										4										Village/Town/Neighborhood		*		string

		HF										5										Facility Photos				image														camera

		HF										6										Facility notes				string

		HF				Contacts						7										Position or Role				list		choose one		Facility administrator; EPI Focal point (End User); District Technician; Other (enter string value)

		HF				Contacts						8										Title				list		choose one		Dr.; Mr.; Mrs.; Miss.

		HF				Contacts						9										First name				string

		HF				Contacts						10										Last name				string

		HF				Contacts						11										Mobile				string												Digits only. No "-" or "+"

		HF				Contacts						12										Email				string												Format nom@domaine.xx

		HF				Environment						13										Climate				list		all that apply		Tropical; Monsoon; Dry; Warm; Cool; Cold; Other (enter string value)

		HF				Environment						14										Terrain 				list		all that apply		Coastal; Desert; Forest; Grassland; Mountain; Plateau; Prairie; Rainforest; Savanna; Shrubland; Steppe; Wetland; Woodland; Other (enter string value)

		HF				Environment						15										Risks				list		all that apply		Flooding; Landslide; High Wind; Earthquake; Wildfire; Livestock; Theft; Vandalism; Conflict; Other (enter string value)

		HF				Environment						16										Load local weather conditions 				upload

		HF				Environment						17										Ambient weather conditions				string

		HF				Resources						18										Is the town/village electrified?				boolean

		HF				Resources						19										Does the facility have access to power?				boolean

		HF				Resources						20		if "Yes" is selected		19						Power source(s)				list		all that apply		National grid; Micro grid; Generator; Solar System; Other (enter string value)

		HF				Resources						21		if "Yes" is selected		19						Hours of power per day				list		choose one		<4 hours/day; >4 hours/day; >8 hours/day; >18 hours/day; >23 hours/day

		HF				Resources						22										Fuel availability 				list		all that apply		Diesel; Gasoline; Kerosene; Propane; LPG; Other (enter string value)

		HF				Resources						23										Mobile network coverage				list		all that apply		None; GSM; Edge; 3G; 4G; Satellite; Wi-Fi; Other (enter string value)										OpenSignal mobile app

		HF				Resources						24										Potable water available year round?				boolean

		HF				Resources						25										Water sources				list		all that apply		Municipal supply; Borehole w/ handpump; Artisanal well; River or lake; Other (enter string value)

		HF				Resources						26										Balance materials available?				list		all that apply		Cement; Sand; Gravel; Charcoal; Salt; Other (enter string value)

		HF				EPI Room						27										Room Length (m)				numeric														laser distance meter

		HF				EPI Room						28										Room Width (m)				numeric														laser distance meter

		HF				EPI Room						29										Space in use 				list		choose one		25%; 50%; 75%; Other (enter string value)

		HF				EPI Room						30										Ceiling type				list		choose one		Zinc/Tin; Concrete/Plaster; Wood/organic; Other (enter string value)

		HF				EPI Room						31										Ceiling height (m)				numeric														laser distance meter

		HF				EPI Room						32										Signs of leaks from ceiling or roof? 				boolean

		HF				EPI Room						33										Room airflow/ventilation ok? 				boolean														environmental meter

		HF				EPI Room						34										Ambient Temperature (°C)				numeric														environmental meter

		HF				EPI Room						35										Relative Humidity (RH%)				numeric														environmental meter

		HF				EPI Room						36										EPI room photos				image														camera

		HF				EPI Room		Doors and windows				37										Opening type				list		choose one		Door; Window; Other (enter string value)

		HF				EPI Room		Doors and windows				38										Width (cm)				numeric														tape measure

		HF				EPI Room		Doors and windows				39										Height (cm)				numeric														tape measure

		HF				EPI Room		Doors and windows				40										Lockable				boolean

		HF				EPI Room		Doors and windows				41										Access				list		choose one		Indoor; Outdoor

		HF				EPI Room		Doors and windows				42		if "Outdoor" is selected		41						Orientation				list		choose one		North; North-east; East; South-east; South; South-west; West; North-west										compass

		HF				EPI Room		Doors and windows				43										Potential for refrigerator direct sun exposure through door or window?				boolean														SunSurveyor

		HF				EPI Room		Doors and windows				44										Photos				image														camera

		HF				EPI Room		Doors and windows				45										EPI room notes				string

		HF										46										Are there any roof mounted solar direct drive refridgerators at this facility?				boolean

		HF				Roof						47		if "Yes" is selected		46						Building type				list		choose one		Cement/concrete; Fire brick; Mud brick; Zinc/metal; Straw/thatch; Other (enter string value)

		HF				Roof						48		if "Yes" is selected		46						Roof type/style				list		choose one		Flat; Shed/mono-pitched; gable; hipped; cross hipped; cross gabled; hip and valley; curved; dome

		HF				Roof						49		if "Yes" is selected		46						Length (m)				numeric														laser distance meter

		HF				Roof						50		if "Yes" is selected		46						Width (m)				numeric														laser distance meter

		HF				Roof						51		if "Yes" is selected		46						Slope (°)				numeric														inclinometer

		HF				Roof						52		if "Yes" is selected		46						Azimuth (°)				numeric														compass

		HF				Roof						53		if "Yes" is selected		46						Substructure material				list		choose one		Metal "I" beam; Metal "L" beam; Wood; Bamboo; Coconut

		HF				Roof						54		if "Yes" is selected		46						Substructure support spacing				numeric														laser distance meter

		HF				Roof						55		if "Yes" is selected		46						Roof surface material				list		choose one		Concrete; Corrugated Zinc/Tin; Earth/Mud; Thatch/Straw

		HF				Roof						56		if "Yes" is selected		46						Roof notes				string

		HF				Roof						57		if "Yes" is selected		46						Roof photos				image														camera

		HF										58										Link to Cold Chain Equipment Records				list		choose one		select existing or create new

		CCE		Metadata								A										Status				list		choose one		Training - Delete; Shortlisted; Visited; Screened; Assessed; Inspected

		CCE		Metadata								B										Project (country)				list		choose one		Ghana; Malawi; Philippines; No Project

		CCE		Metadata								1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one										Select the type of device (Fridge, freezer, fridge and/or freezer, etc), brand, and model of the device

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Consul		CHA31ABDEX

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Consul		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		DCR 165

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		FCW 20 EG

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		FCW 20 EK

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		FCW 200

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		FCW 300

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		RCW 42 AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		RCW 42 DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TFW 800

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		Vestfrost		MF 114

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		Vestfrost		MF 214

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		Vestfrost		MF 314

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		Vestfrost		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Haier		HCF 288H

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Haier		HCF 248

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Haier		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Norder		Generique

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Norder		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Ocean/Brandt Overseas		CVK307

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Ocean/Brandt Overseas		NJ40TG

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Ocean/Brandt Overseas		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Samsung		RG2281RCAWB

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Samsung		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Stecca		PF166/717190

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Stecca		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Westpoint		WVKN-298.X

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Westpoint		WVN-300.X

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Westpoint		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		ZEC		ZBC-380

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		ZEC		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Zero Appliances		PF230IP K/E

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Zero Appliances		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Freezer		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Negative Cold Room		Generique		10m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Negative Cold Room		Generique		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Negative Cold Room		JIYI		11m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Negative Cold Room		JIYI		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Negative Cold Room		Sanyo		8m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Negative Cold Room		Sanyo		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Negative Cold Room		Thalheimer		5m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Negative Cold Room		Thalheimer		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Negative Cold Room		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Denyo		25m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Denyo		8m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Denyo		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		FrioMarkt		30m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		FrioMarkt		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Generique		10m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Generique		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		JIYI		11m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		JIYI		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Porkka		30m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Porkka		40m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Porkka		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Sanyo		8m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Sanyo		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Viessmann		100m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Viessmann		57m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Viessmann		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Zhendre		10m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Zhendre		30m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Zhendre		40m3

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Zhendre		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Positive Cold Room		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 3000 SDD

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Dometic/Electrolux		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Feilong		YYW 200

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Feilong		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Godrej		GVR100AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Godrej		GVR100DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Godrej		GVR225AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Godrej		GVR50AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Godrej		GVR50DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Godrej		GVR51LiteAC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Godrej		GVR75LiteAC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Godrej		GVR99LiteAC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Godrej		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Haier		HBC200

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Haier		HBC340

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Haier		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Sundanzer		BFRV55

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Sundanzer		ECO16312W/C165

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Sundanzer		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Surechill		BLF100AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Surechill		BLF100DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Surechill		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		MK 074

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		MK 144

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		MK 204

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		MK 304

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		VLS 054 SDD

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		VLS 054 SDD Greenline

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		VLS 094 SDD Greenline

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		VLS 154 SDD Greenline

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		VLS 200A Greenline

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		VLS 300A AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		VLS 350A AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		VLS 400 Greenline

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		VLS 400A AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Vestfrost		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Zero Appliances		ZLF100AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Zero Appliances		ZLF100DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Zero Appliances		ZLF150AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Zero Appliances		ZLF150DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Zero Appliances		ZLF30AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Zero Appliances		ZLF30DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Zero Appliances		ZLF57DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Zero Appliances		ZLF80AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Zero Appliances		ZLF90FFDC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Zero Appliances		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Consul		CQD22D

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Consul		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		RAK 1302

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		RCW 42 EG

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		RCW 42 EK

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		RCW 50 AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		RCW 50 DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		RCW 50 EG

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		RCW 50 EK

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 1990

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 2000 Analog

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 2000 Digital

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 2000 AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 2000 DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 2000 SDD

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 40 SDD

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dulas		VC150F

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dulas		VC165F

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dulas		VC65-2

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dulas		VC150-2

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Dulas		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Eniem		Generique

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Eniem		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Generique		Solaire

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Generique		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Horonya/ROHS		XCD-95

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Horonya/ROHS		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Hualing		BCD-208@v2

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Hualing		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		LG		GR-242MF

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		LG		GR-B252VPL

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		LG		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Magic Chef		Generique

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Magic Chef		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Mont Blanc		FB 30

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Mont Blanc		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Nobel		NR250DE

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Nobel		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Ocean/Brandt Overseas		Generique

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Ocean/Brandt Overseas		OC 270 T

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Ocean/Brandt Overseas		OC 370 T

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Ocean/Brandt Overseas		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Polarina/ROHS		XCD-110

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Polarina/ROHS		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Sibir		S210KE

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Sibir		V110GE

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Sibir		V110KE

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Sibir		V170GE

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Sibir		V170KE

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Sibir		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Zero Appliances		GR 265D

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Zero Appliances		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator and Freezer		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator or Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 1151

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator or Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 1152

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator or Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 3000 Analog

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator or Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 3000 Digital

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator or Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 3000 AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator or Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		TCW 3000 DC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator or Freezer		Dometic/Electrolux		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator or Freezer		Ezetil		EZC 60

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator or Freezer		Ezetil		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Refrigerator or Freezer		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						1										Brand and Model		*		list		choose one		Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						2										Product reference		*		list 		choose one		select existing or create new

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)				3										Select Project				list		choose one		Ghana; Malawi; Philippines; No Project

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)				4										Type, Make and Model 				list		choose one		same options as Question 1 ('Brand and Model')

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)				5										Brand		*		string

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)				6										Series		*		string

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)				7										Model		*		string

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)				8										Version				string

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)				9										PQS product ID				string

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)				10										PQS valid until				date/time

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)				11										Solar Direct Drive or AC Mains powered?				list		choose one		SDD; AC

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)				12										Technology type				list		choose one		AC mains powered; DC solar with battery; SDD solar direct drive

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Documentation		13										PQS Specification sheet				upload

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Documentation		14										Manufacturer specification sheet				upload

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Documentation		15										User Manual				upload

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Documentation		16										Installation manual				upload

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Documentation		17										Service manual				upload

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Documentation		18										Packing list				upload

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Solar Array		19										Power (W)				numeric														solar power meter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Solar Array		20										Voltage (VDC) 				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Solar Array		21										# Modules				numeric

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Solar Array		22										# Series				numeric

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Solar Array		23										# Parallel 				numeric

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Modules		24										Module Rated Power (W)				numeric

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Modules		25										Module Short Circuit Current (Isc) 				numeric

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Modules		26										Module Open Circuit Voltage (Voc)				numeric

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Modules		27										Module width (mm)				numeric														tape measure or laser distance meter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Modules		28										Module length (mm)				numeric														tape measure or laser distance meter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Modules		29										Module Thickness (mm)				numeric														tape measure or laser distance meter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Modules		30										Rated operating temperature (°C)				numeric

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Support Structure		31										Orientation type				list		choose one		North-South; East-West										compass

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Support Structure		32										Angle/Slope configurations				list		all that apply		5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30; 35; 40; 45; 50; 55; 60; 65; 70; Other (enter string value)										inclinometer

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Support Structure		33										Number of Supports				list		choose one		1; 2; 3; 4

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Support Structure		34										Total required surface area (length)				numeric														laser distance meter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Support Structure		35										Total required surface area (width)				numeric														laser distance meter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Support Structure		36										Total required surface area (Area)				numeric														laser distance meter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Cable lengths		37										PV Array output cable (m)				numeric														laser distance meter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Cable lengths		38										PV Array to Ground conductor (m)				numeric														laser distance meter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details		Product reference (new)		Cable lengths		39										Refrigerator to Ground conductor (m)				numeric														laser distance meter

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						40										Solar Powered?				boolean

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						41										Functional status		*		list		choose one		Operational; Damaged; Broken; Repaired; Not installed; Partially installed; Unknown

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						42										Serial number		*		barcode

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						43										Manufacturer label		*		image														camera

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						44										National ID # 				barcode

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						45										National ID tag				image														camera

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						46										Year of Manufacture 				date/time

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						47										Year of installation 		*		date/time

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						48										Installed by				list		all that apply		Government; Private Company; Manufacturer; Non-Profit; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Equipment details						49										Donated by				list		all that apply		DOH; GAVI; GSK; JICA; KfW; MSF; Pfizer; Red Cross; Sanofi Pasteur; UNICEF; USAID; WHO; Australian Aid; EU Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Photos						50										Refrigerator		*		image														camera

		CCE		Metadata		Photos						51		if "Yes" is selected		40						Solar Array		*		image														camera

		CCE		Metadata		Photos						52		if "Yes" is selected		40						Ground Rod				image														camera

		CCE		Metadata		Temperature Monitoring						53										Temperature monitoring devices in use				list		all that apply		20-day electronic shipping indicator; 30-day electronic temperature recorder; chemical temperature indicator; cold chain monitor card; dial thermometer; freeze indicator; peak temperature indicator; remote temperature monitoring system; user programmable temperature data logger; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Temperature Monitoring						54										Digital Temperature Recorders				list		choose one		select existing or create new

		CCE		Metadata		Temperature Monitoring		Digital Temperature Recorders (new)				55										Device type				list		choose one		30-day temperature recorder; programmable temperature data logger

		CCE		Metadata		Temperature Monitoring		Digital Temperature Recorders (new)				56										Device Brand and Model				list		choose one		Berlinger FT2; Berlinger FT2E; Berlinger FT2L; Berlinger FT3; LogTag UTRIX16; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Temperature Monitoring		Digital Temperature Recorders (new)				57										Activation Date				date/time

		CCE		Metadata		Temperature Monitoring		Digital Temperature Recorders (new)				58										Serial Number/Barcode				barcode

		CCE		Metadata		Temperature Monitoring		Digital Temperature Recorders (new)				59										Photo of device with barcode, S/N & Labels				image														camera

		CCE		Metadata		Temperature Monitoring		Digital Temperature Recorders (new)				60										Calibration Expiration Date				date/time

		CCE		Metadata		Temperature Monitoring		Digital Temperature Recorders (new)				61										Removal date				date/time

		CCE		Metadata		Temperature Monitoring		Digital Temperature Recorders (new)				62										Notes				string

		CCE		Metadata		Facility						63										Facility name		*		string												(CSREF ou CSCOM) Nomducentre

		CCE		Metadata		Facility						64										Facility type		*		list		choose one		DOH Regional Office; Provincial Health Office; City Health Office; Municipal Health Office; Health District Office; Rural Health Unit; Barangay Health Station; Health Center; Public Hospital; Animal Bite Centers; Animal Bite Treatment Centers; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Metadata		Facility						65										Adminstrative location				list		choose one		country-specific options

		CCE		Metadata		Facility						66										Village/Town/Neighborhood		*		string

		CCE		Metadata		Facility						67										Link to Health Facility Record		*		list		choose one		select existing or create new (new entry is same as HF inspection)

		CCE		Screening								68										Is the equipment fully installed?		*		boolean

		CCE		Screening								69										Is the refrigerator operational?				boolean

		CCE		Screening								70										Is the refrigerator visibly damaged or malfunctioning in any way?		*		boolean

		CCE		Screening								71										Does the refrigerator locale appear adequate?		*		boolean

		CCE		Screening								72										Is the refrigerator equipped with an external temperature display/indicator?		*		boolean

		CCE		Screening								73		if "Yes" is selected		72						Is the external temperature display/indicator working?		*		boolean

		CCE		Screening								74		if "Yes" is selected		73						Temperature of refrigerator on the external display (°C)				numeric

		CCE		Screening								75										Is the refrigerator equipped with a 30-day-temperature-recorder?		*		boolean

		CCE		Screening								76		if "Yes" is selected		75						Temperature displayed on the 30-DTR (°C)		*		numeric

		CCE		Screening								77		if "Yes" is selected		75						Alarms displayed on the 30-DTR?		*		boolean

		CCE		Screening								78		if "Yes" is selected		77		if "Yes" is selected		69		# High Alarms (>8 °C)		*		numeric

		CCE		Screening								79		if "Yes" is selected		77		if "Yes" is selected		69		# Freeze Alarms (< -0.5 °C)		*		numeric

		CCE		Screening								80										Was the end user trained to use a 30-day-temperature-recorder?		*		boolean

		CCE		Screening								81										Was the end user trained to maintain the refrigerator?		*		boolean

		CCE		Screening								82		if "Yes" is selected		68						Are refrigerator daily temperature readings logged into a paper register?				boolean

		CCE		Screening								83		if "Yes" is selected		82						Paper Temperature Register records				list		choose one		select existing or create new

		CCE		Screening		Paper Temperature Register records (new)						84		if "Yes" is selected		82						Photo of sheet/page				image														camera

		CCE		Screening		Paper Temperature Register records (new)						85		if "Yes" is selected		82						Month				list		choose one		January; February; March; April; May; June; July; August; September; October; November; December

		CCE		Screening		Paper Temperature Register records (new)						86		if "Yes" is selected		82						Year				list		choose one		2016; 2017; 2018; 2019

		CCE		Screening		Paper Temperature Register records (new)						87		if "Yes" is selected		82						# Days elapsed in month				numeric

		CCE		Screening		Paper Temperature Register records (new)						88		if "Yes" is selected		82						# Missing manual readings				numeric												e.g. 30 days in month = 60 temperature readings (2/day)

		CCE		Screening		Paper Temperature Register records (new)						89		if "Yes" is selected		82						# Temperatures > 8 °C				numeric

		CCE		Screening		Paper Temperature Register records (new)						90		if "Yes" is selected		82						# Temperatures < 2 °C				numeric

		CCE		Screening		Paper Temperature Register records (new)						91		if "Yes" is selected		82						# Temperatures < -0.5 °C				numeric

		CCE		Screening		Paper Temperature Register records (new)						92		if "Yes" is selected		82						Maximum temperature recorded				numeric

		CCE		Screening		Paper Temperature Register records (new)						93		if "Yes" is selected		82						Minimum temperature recorded				numeric

		CCE		Screening								94										Screening Notes				string

		CCE		Assessment		Operating Conditions		Environmental				95										Risks				list		all that apply		Flooding; High Winds; Earthquake; Wildfire; Theft; Vandalism; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Assessment		Operating Conditions		Refrigerator Locale				96										Risks				list		all that apply		None; Security; Pests; Electrical; Flooding; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Assessment		Operating Conditions		Refrigerator Locale				97		visible unless "None" is selected		96						Risks Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Assessment		Operating Conditions		Refrigerator Locale		AC Power Supply		98		if "No" is selected		40						Minimum voltage (VAC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Assessment		Operating Conditions		Refrigerator Locale		AC Power Supply		99		if "No" is selected		40						Maximum voltage (VAC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Assessment		Operating Conditions		Refrigerator Locale		AC Power Supply		100		if "No" is selected		40						Minimum Frequency (Hz)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Assessment		Operating Conditions		Refrigerator Locale		AC Power Supply		101		if "No" is selected		40						Maximum Frequency (Hz)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		End User		Refrigerator		102										Cleaning				list		choose one		Weekly; Monthly; Quarterly; Annually; Never

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		End User		Refrigerator		103										Draining				list		choose one		Weekly; Monthly; Quarterly; Annually; Never

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		End User		Refrigerator		104										Defrosting				list		choose one		Weekly; Monthly; Quarterly; Annually; Never

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		End User		Solar Array		105		if "Yes" is selected		40						Cleaning				list		choose one		Weekly; Monthly; Quarterly; Annually; Never

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		End User		Grounding		106		if "Yes" is selected		40						Pit Watering				list		choose one		Weekly; Monthly; Quarterly; Annually; Never

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Service Technician				107										Does a service technician periodically service the refrigerator?		*		boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Service Technician		Refrigerator		108		if "Yes" is selected		107						Cleaning				list		choose one		Weekly; Monthly; Quarterly; Annually; Never

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Service Technician		Refrigerator		109		if "Yes" is selected		107						Diagnostics				list		choose one		Weekly; Monthly; Quarterly; Annually; Never

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Service Technician		Refrigerator		110		if "Yes" is selected		107						Lubrication				list		choose one		Weekly; Monthly; Quarterly; Annually; Never

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Service Technician		Solar Array		111		if "Yes" is selected		107						Cleaning				list		choose one		Weekly; Monthly; Quarterly; Annually; Never

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Service Technician		Solar Array		112		if "Yes" is selected		107						Diagnostics				list		choose one		Weekly; Monthly; Quarterly; Annually; Never

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Refrigerator		113										Has the refrigerator ever required repair since it was installed?		*		boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Refrigerator		114		if "Yes" is selected		113						Response time				list		choose one		Same or next day; Within a week; Within a month; More than a month; More than six months

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Refrigerator		115		if "Yes" is selected		113						Time to repair				list		choose one		Same or next day; Within a week; Within a month; More than a month; More than six months

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Refrigerator		116										Nature of repairs				list		all that apply		Thermostat; Relay; Starting Device; Compressor Controller (DC/SDD); Thermostat sensor; External Display Sensor; External Display; External Keypad; Circulation Fan; Cooling Fan; Fuse; Compressor; Internal Condenser; External Condenser; Evaporator Plate; Refrigerant; Door Hinges; Lock; Ice Bank; Refrigerant Piping; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Refrigerator		117		if "Yes" is selected		113						Repair successful?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Refrigerator		118		if "Yes" is selected		117						Repair durable?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Solar Array		119		if "Yes" is selected		40						Has the solar array ever required repair since it was installed?		*		boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Solar Array		120		if "Yes" is selected		119						Response time				list		choose one		Same or next day; Within a week; Within a month; More than a month; More than six months

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Solar Array		121		if "Yes" is selected		119						Time to repair				list		choose one		Same or next day; Within a week; Within a month; More than a month; More than six months

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Solar Array		122		if "Yes" is selected		119						Repair successful?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Maintenance		Repair Technician		Solar Array		123		if "Yes" is selected		122						Repair durable?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Manuals				124										User manual available on site for this device?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Manuals				125										Installation manual available on site for this device?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Manuals				126										Service manual available on site for this device?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Manuals				127										Maintenance SOPs available on site for this device?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Temperatures				128										Paper Register				list		all that apply		Unavailable; Unlogged days; Unused fields; Supervision consistency; No Issue; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Temperatures				129										30-DTR reports				list		all that apply		Unavailable; Not downloaded; Inconsistent; No Issue; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Service				130										Installation report available on site for this device?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Service				131		if "Yes" is selected		130						Installation report photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Service				132										Maintenance logs available on site for this device?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Service				133		if "Yes" is selected		132						Maintenance logs photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Service				134										Repair/service logs available on site for this device?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Service				135		if "Yes" is selected		134						Repair/service logs photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Service				136										Supervision logs available on site for this device?				boolean

		CCE		Assessment		Recordkeeping		Service				137		if "Yes" is selected		136						Supervision logs photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				138										Exposure		*		list		all that apply		No issue; Direct sunlight; Rain water; Other (enter string value)										SunSurveyor mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				139		if "Direct Sunlight" is selected		138						Direct sunlight		*		list		choose one		Unlikely; Possible; Probable; User reported; Assessor observed										SunSurveyor mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				140		if "Direct Sunlight" is selected		138						Sunpath photos		*		image														SunSurveyor mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				141		visible once an answer is selected		139						Seasons exposed		*		list		all that apply		Winter; Spring; Summer; Fall; Other (enter string value)										SunSurveyor mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				142		if "Rain Water" is selected		138						Rain Water		*		list		choose one		Unlikely; Possible; Probable; User reported; Assessor observed

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				143		if "Rain Water" is selected		138						Rain Water photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				144										Arrangement		*		list		all that apply		No Issue; Space; Level; Wall clearance; Stability; Ground Clearance; Mounting Surface; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				145										Space		*		list		choose one		Ideal; Excessive; Insufficient on one side; Insufficient on two sides; Contact with wall

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				146		if "Level" is selected		144						Level Reading Screenshot		*		image														iHandy Carpenter mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				147		if "Level" is selected		144						Level Reading X-axis (°)		*		numeric														iHandy Carpenter mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				148		if "Level" is selected		144						Level Reading Y-axis (°)		*		numeric														iHandy Carpenter mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				149		if "Wall clearance" is selected		144						Wall clearance (space)		*		list		choose one		Ideal; Excessive; Insufficient on one side; Insufficient on two sides; Contact with wall

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				150		if "Stability" is selected		144						Stability severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				151										Side & Wall clearance (Obstruction)				list		choose one		Nothing; Trash/Refuse in space; Medical supplies in space; Cardboard/packaging in space; Items against vents or condenser

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				152										Ground Clearance				list		choose one		Nothing; Trash/Refuse in space; Medical supplies in space; Cardboard/packaging in space; Items against vents or condenser

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Position				153										Mounting surface				list		choose one		Pallet; Floor; Pallet + fiberboard/plywood; Pallet + cardboard; Base feet nested in pallet gaps or surface material

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				154										Casing				list		all that apply		No Issue; Dent; Puncture; Deformation; Scratch; Corrosion; Assembly; Dirty; Insulation; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				155		if "Dent" is selected		154						Dent severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				156		if "Puncture" is selected		154						Puncture severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				157		if "Scratch" is selected		154						Scratch severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				158		if "Corrosion" is selected		154						Corrosion severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				159		if "Assembly" is selected		154						Assembly severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				160										Casing photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				161										Thermal insulation photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				162										Thermal insulation videos				video														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				163										Base				list		all that apply		No Issue; Damaged; Corrosion; Assembly; Design; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				164		if "Damaged" is selected		163						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				165		if "Corrosion" is selected		163						Corrosion severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				166		if "Assembly" is selected		163						Assembly severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				167		if "Design" is selected		163						Design quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				168										Base photos 				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				169										Access Cover 				list		all that apply		No Issue; Missing; Removed; Damaged; Loose; Tamper resistance; Serviceability; Hardware; None; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				170		if "Damaged" is selected		169						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				171		if "Tamper resistance" is selected		169						Tamper resistance		*		list		choose one		Custom fittings & tool from manufacturer; Specialized fittings & tool from manufacturer; Hex or Allen; Flat/Phillips; None/Clip

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				172		if "Serviceability" is selected		169						Serviceability quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				173										Access cover photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				174										Vents				list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Obstructed; Dirty; Damaged; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				175		if "Dirty" is selected		174						Dirty severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				176		if "Damaged" is selected		174						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				177										Vent photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				178										Manufacturing label(s)				list		all that apply		No Issue; Missing; Faded; Damaged; Illegible; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				179										Condensation drainage 				list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Blocked; Leaking; Plug; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				180		if "Leaking" is selected		179						Leak severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Cabinet				181		visible unless "None" is selected		179						Condensation drainage photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				182										Handle				list		all that apply		No Issue; Damage; Missing; Looseness; Wear; Assembly; None; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				183		if "Damage" is selected		182						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				184		if "Looseness" is selected		182						Looseness severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				185		if "Wear" is selected		182						Wear severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				186										Handle photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				187										Gasket				list		all that apply		No issue; Damage; Looseness; Wear; Dirty; Wetness; Mould; De-adhesion; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				188		if "Damage" is selected		187						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				189		if "Looseness" is selected		187						Looseness severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				190		if "Wear" is selected		187						Wear severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				191		if "Dirty" is selected		187						Dirty severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				192		if "Wetness" is selected		187						Wetness severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				193										Gasket photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				194										Gasket integrity thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				195										Gasket integrity moisture readings				image														moisture meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				196										Hinges				list		all that apply		No Issue; Damage; Looseness; Alignment; Adjustment; Wear; Missing; Corrosion; Exposure; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				197		if "Damage" is selected		196						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				198		if "Looseness" is selected		196						Looseness severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				199		if "Alignment" is selected		196						Alignment severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				200		if "Adjustment" is selected		196						Adjustment severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				201		if "Wear" is selected		196						Wear severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				202		if "Corrosion" is selected		196						Corrosion severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				203		if "Exposure" is selected		196						Exposure severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				204										Hinges photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				205										Hardware				list		all that apply		No Issue; Missing; Mismatched; Corrosion; Looseness; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				206		if "Corrosion" is selected		205						Corrosion severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				207										Hardware photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				208										Latch/clasp				list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Wear; Broken; Missing; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				209		if "Wear" is selected		208						Wear severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				210										Latch/clasp photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				211										Lock				list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Damage; Wear; Removed; Missing; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				212		if "Damage" is selected		211						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				213		if "Wear" is selected		211						Wear severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				214		visible unless "Missing" and "Removed" are both selected		211						Lock photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				215		visible unless "None" is selected		211						Key				list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Damaged; Worn; Missing; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				216		if "Damaged" is selected		215						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				217		if "Worn" is selected		215						Wear severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				218		visible unless "None" or "Missing" is selected		215						Key photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				219										Alignment 				list		all that apply		No Issue; Play; Gap; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				220		if "Play" is selected		219						Play severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				221		if "Gap" is selected		219						Gap severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				222										Alignment photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Door or lid				223		if "Gap" is selected		219						Gap offset (mm)				numeric														ruler

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				224										Keypad		*		list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Missing; Loose; Faded; Broken; Unresponsive; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				225		if "Loose" is selected		224						Looseness severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				226		if "Faded" is selected		224						Faded severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				227		visible unless "None" is selected		224						Keypad photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				228										Temperature Display		*		list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Broken; Faded; Digits; Flicker; Contrast; Position; Fixation; Exposure; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				229		if "Faded" is selected		228						Faded severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				230		if "Digits" is selected		228						Digits severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				231		if "Contrast" is selected		228						Contrast quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				232		if "Position" is selected		228						Position quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				233		if "Fixation" is selected		228						Fixation quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				234		visible unless "None" is selected		228						Temperature Display photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				235		always								Power LED				list		all that apply		No Issue; Broken; Faded; Flicker; Removed; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				236		if "Faded" is selected		235						Faded severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				237		always								Power LED photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				238		always								Power switch				list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Missing; Loose; Tampering; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				239		if "Loose" is selected		238						Looseness severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		External controls				240		visible unless "None" is selected		238						Power Switch Photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Power supply				241		if "No" is selected		40						AC Power cable				list		all that apply		No Issue; Loose; Damaged; Routing; Plug; Strain relief; Receptacle; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Power supply				242		if "No" is selected		40						Voltage Stabilizer		*		list		all that apply		No Issue; Surge Arrester; Non-PQS model; Loose connection; Malfunctioning; Non Functional; Not Installed; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Power supply				243		if "Yes" is selected		40						PV cable				list		all that apply		No Issue; Routing; Building penetration; Floor contact; Strain relief; Loom; Insulation; Output; Connector; Other (enter string value)										insulation tester

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Power supply				244		if "Yes" is selected		40						DC input receptacle				list		all that apply		No Issue; Loose; Damaged; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Power supply				245										Power Supply Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				246										Organization				list		all that apply		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				247										Organization Photos 				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				248										Vials				list		all that apply		No Issue; Broken; Expired; VVM stage; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				249		if "VVM stage" is selected		248						VVM stage		*		list		choose one		1; 2; 3; 4

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				250										Vials photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				251										Packaging (matte/uncoated)				list		all that apply		No Issue; Wetness; Moisture; Damaged; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				252		if "Wetness" is selected		251						Wetness severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				253		if "Moisture" is selected		251						Moisture severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				254		if "Damaged" is selected		251						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				255										Moisture reading (%)				numeric														moisture meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				256										Packaging (glossy/polycoated)				list		all that apply		No Issue; Wetness; Moisture; Damaged; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				257		if "Wetness" is selected		256						Wetness severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				258		if "Moisture" is selected		256						Moisture severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				259		if "Damaged" is selected		256						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				260										Moisture reading (%)				numeric														moisture meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				261										Packaging photos 				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				262										Vial labels 				list		all that apply		No Issue; Wetness; Damaged; De-adhesion; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				263		if "Wetness" is selected		262						Wetness severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				264		if "Damaged" is selected		262						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Storage conditions				265										Vial labels photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				266										Shelving/Baskets				list		all that apply		No Issue; Removed; Missing; Substituted; Corrosion; Cracking; Loading; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				267		if "Corrosion" is selected		266						Corrosion severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				268		if "Cracking" is selected		266						Cracking severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				269		if "Loading" is selected		266						Loading quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				270										Shelving/Baskets photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				271										Walls				list		all that apply		Deformation; Condensation; Frost; Temperature distribution; Other (enter string value)										IR thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				272		if "Deformation" is selected		271						Deformation severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				273		if "Condensation" is selected		271						Condensation severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				274		if "Temperature distribution" is selected		271						Temperature distribution severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				275										Walls Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				276										Walls thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				277										Walls minimum temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														IR thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				278										Walls maximum temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														IR thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				279										Bottom				list		all that apply		No Issue; Cleanliness; Condensation; Temperature distribution; Other (enter string value)										IR thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				280		if "Cleanliness" is selected		279						Cleanliness quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				281		if "Condensation" is selected		279						Condensation severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				282										Bottom Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				283										Bottom thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				284										Bottom minimum temperature (°C)				numeric														IR thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				285										Bottom maximum temperature (°C)				numeric														IR thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				286										Grate				list		all that apply		No Issue; Not supplied; Not installed; Inverted; Submerged; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				287		visible unless "Not Supplied" is selected		286						Grate Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				288		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Condensation baffle				list		all that apply		No Issue; Not supplied; Not installed; Inverted; Missing; Damaged; Wet or saturated; Full or overflowing; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				289		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Condensation baffle photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				290		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Support bridge				list		all that apply		No Issue; Not supplied; Not installed; Missing; Wet or saturated; Corrosion; Position; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				291		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Support bridge photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				292		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Support bridge corrosion severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				293										Drain				list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Blocked; Thermal Insulation; Design; Fabrication; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				294		visible unless "None" is selected		293						Drain Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				295		visible unless "None" is selected		293						Drain Thermal Photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Vaccine compartment				296		visible unless "None" is selected		293						Drain temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														IR thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				297										Mount				list		all that apply		No Issue; Corrosion; Deformation; Loose; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				298		if "Condensation" is selected		297						Corrosion severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				299		if "Deformation" is selected		297						Deformation severity				list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				300										Mount Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				301										Cable seal				list		all that apply		No Issue; Missing; Looseness; Damage; Robustness; Thermal insulation; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				302		if "Loose" is selected		301						Looseness severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				303		if "Damaged" is selected		301						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				304		if "Robustness" is selected		301						Robustness quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				305										Cable seal photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				306		if "Thermal insulation" is selected		301						Cable seal thermal photos		*		image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				307		if "Thermal insulation" is selected		301						Cable seal surface temperature		*		numeric														IR thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				308										Thermostat sensor				list		all that apply		No Issue; Location; Airflow; Condensation; Fastener; Accuracy; Serviceability; Missing; Other (enter string value)										thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				309		if "Location" is selected		308						Location quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				310		if "Airflow" is selected		308						Airflow quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				311		if "Fastener" is selected		308						Fastener quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				312		if "Accuracy" is selected		308						Accuracy quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				313		if "Condensation" is selected		308						Condensation severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				314										Thermostat sensor photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				315										Thermostat sensor location thermocouple reading (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				316										Thermostat controller display reading (Deg. C)				numeric

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				317										Ext. Display sensor				list		all that apply		No Issue; Location; Airflow; Condensation; Fastener; Accuracy; Serviceability; Missing; Other (enter string value)										thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				318		if "Location" is selected		317						Location quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				319		if "Airflow" is selected		317						Airflow quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				320		if "Fastener" is selected		317						Fastener quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				321		if "Accuracy" is selected		317						Accuracy quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				322		if "Condensation" is selected		317						Condensation severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				323										Ext. Display sensor photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				324										Ext. Display reading (Deg. C)				numeric

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				325										Ext. Display sensor location thermocouple reading (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				326										Refrigerator center thermocouple reading (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Temperature Sensors				327										Internal Circulation Fan				list		all that apply		No Issue; Nonfunctional; Fixation; Frozen; Obstruction; Noisy; Other (enter string value)								Applicable to select Vestfrost models only

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Ice bank				328		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Ice bank water level (cm)				numeric												Distance from top of filling tube neck to water surface		ruler

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Ice bank				329		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Water packs				list		all that apply		Not installed; Mismatched units; Missing units; Empty units; Not frozen; Unevenly frozen; Missing lining; Missing clips; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Ice bank				330										Ice bank photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Ice bank				331		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Ice bank modules/panels				list		choose one		select existing or create new

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Ice bank		Ice bank modules/panels (new)		332		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Ice bank panel photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Ice bank		Ice bank modules/panels (new)		333		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Ice bank panel thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Ice bank		Ice bank modules/panels (new)		334		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Minimum temperature				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Ice bank		Ice bank modules/panels (new)		335		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Maximum temperature				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				336										Ambient Temperature (°C)				numeric														environmental meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				337										Relative Humidity (RH%)				numeric														environmental meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				338										Base plate 				list		all that apply		No Issue; Distortion; Dirt; Oil; Moisture; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				339		if "Distortion" is selected		338						Distortion severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				340		if "Dirt" is selected		338						Dirt severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				341		if "Oil" is selected		338						Oil severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				342		if "Moisture" is selected		338						Moisture severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				343										Base plate photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				344										Thermostat Plug 				list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Assembly; Seal; Moisture; Wetness; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				345		if "Assembly" is selected		344						Assembly quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				346		if "Moisture" is selected		344						Moisture severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				347		if "Seal" is selected		344						Seal quality		*		list		choose one		Excellent; Good; Fair; Poor; Bad

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				348		visible unless "None" is selected		344						Thermostat Plug Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment				349										# of cooling circuits				list		choose one		1; 2

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		350										Fan #1				list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Rotation; Obstruction; Sound abnormality; Disconnected; Damaged; Miswired; Fixations; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		351		if "Yes" is selected		40		visible unless "None" is selected		350		Fan #1 Input Voltage (VDC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		352		if "No" is selected		40		visible unless "None" is selected		350		Fan #1 Input Voltage (VAC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		353		if "Damaged" is selected		350						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		354		visible unless "None" is selected		350						Fan #1 photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		355										Compressor #1				list		all that apply		No Issue; Dirt; Oil; Fixations; Burns; Corrosion; Sound; Vibration; Smell; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		356		if "Dirt" is selected		355						Dirt severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		357		if "Fixations" is selected		355						Fixations severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		358		if "Oil" is selected		355						Oil quantity		*		list		choose one		None; A few; Some; Several; Many

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		359		if "Burns" is selected		355						Burns severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		360		if "Corrosion" is selected		355						Corrosion severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		361										Compressor #1 photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		362										Compressor #1 Thermal photos		*		image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		363										Compressor #1 input pipe temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		364										Compressor #1 surface temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		365										Compressor #1 output pipe temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		366										Compressor #1 Controller or Starting Device				list		all that apply		No Issue; Corrosion; Miswired; Damaged; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		367										Compressor #1 Controller (DC) or Starting Device (AC) photos 				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		368		if "Yes" is selected		40						Compressor #1 Controller Input Voltage at +/- terminals (VDC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		369		if "Yes" is selected		40						Compressor #1 Controller Input Current at +/- terminals (ADC)				numeric														clamp meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		370		if "No" is selected		40						Compressor #1 Starting Device Input Voltage (VAC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		371										Piping #1				list		all that apply		No Issue; Corrosion; Insulation; Braze damage; Leak; Broken; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		372										Piping #1 photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		373										Piping #1 thermal photos		*		image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		374										Thermostat controller #1				list		all that apply		No Issue; Setting; Display; Damaged; Miswired; Position; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		375										Thermostat controller #1 photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		376										Thermostat controller #1 display reading (Deg. C)				numeric

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		377										Internal Condenser #1				list		all that apply		No Issue; Dirty; Loose; Obstruction; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		378										Internal Condenser #1 photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		379										Internal Condenser #1 thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		380										Internal Condenser #1 center surface temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		381										Internal Condenser #1 input pipe termpature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		382										Internal Condenser #1 output pipe termpature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		383		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						Starting capacitor #1				list		all that apply		No Issue; Dirt; Fixations; Burns; Corrosion; Smell; Damaged; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		384		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						External Condenser #1				list		all that apply		No Issue; Dirty; Loose; Obstruction; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		385		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						External Condenser #1 Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		386		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						External Condenser #1 Thermal Photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		387		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						External Condenser #1 center surface temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		388		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						External Condenser #1 input pipe temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		389		depends on Brand/Model of CCE selected		1						External Condenser #1 output pipe temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		390										Filter dryer #1				list		all that apply		No Issue; Corrosion; Insulation; Braze damage; Leak; Broken; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		391										Filter dryer #1 photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		392										Filter dryer #1 thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		393										Filter dryer #1 input temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		394										Filter dryer #1 surface temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		395										Capillary #1 				list		all that apply		No Issue; Corrosion; Insulation; Braze damage; Leak; Broken; Kink; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		396										Capillary #1 photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		397										Capillary #1 thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #1		398										Capillary #1 temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		399		if "2" is selected		349						Fan #2				list		all that apply		No Issue; None; Rotation; Obstruction; Sound abnormality; Disconnected; Damaged; Miswired; Fixations; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		400		if "2" is selected		349						Fan #2 Input Voltage (VDC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		401		if "2" is selected		349						Fan #2 Input Voltage (VAC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		402		if "Damaged" is selected		399						Damage severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		403		visible unless "None" is selected		399						Fan #2 photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		404		if "2" is selected		349						Compressor #2				list		all that apply		No Issue; Dirt; Oil; Fixations; Burns; Corrosion; Sound; Vibration; Smell; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		405		if "Dirt" is selected		404						Dirt severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		406		if "Fixations" is selected		404						Fixations severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		407		if "Oil" is selected		404						Oil quantity		*		list		choose one		None; A few; Some; Several; Many

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		408		if "Burns" is selected		404						Burns severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		409		if "Corrosion" is selected		404						Corrosion severity		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		410		if "2" is selected		349						Compressor #2 photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		411		if "2" is selected		349						Compressor #2 Thermal photos		*		image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		412		if "2" is selected		349						Compressor #2 input pipe temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		413		if "2" is selected		349						Compressor #2 surface temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		414		if "2" is selected		349						Compressor #2 output pipe temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		415		if "2" is selected		349						Compressor #2 Controller or Starting Device				list		all that apply		No Issue; Corrosion; Miswired; Damaged; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		416		if "2" is selected		349						Compressor #2 Controller (DC) or Starting Device (AC) photos 				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		417		if "2" is selected		349						Compressor #2 Controller Input Voltage at +/- terminals (VDC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		418		if "2" is selected		349						Compressor #2 Controller Input Current at +/- terminals (ADC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		419		if "2" is selected		349		if "No" is selected		40		Compressor #2 Starting Device Input Voltage (VAC)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		420		if "2" is selected		349						Piping #2				list		all that apply		No Issue; Corrosion; Insulation; Braze damage; Leak; Broken; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		421		if "2" is selected		349						Piping #2 photos		*		image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		422		if "2" is selected		349						Piping #2 thermal photos		*		image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		423		if "2" is selected		349						Thermostat controller #2				list		all that apply		No Issue; Setting; Display; Damaged; Miswired; Position; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		424		if "2" is selected		349						Thermostat controller #2 photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		425		if "2" is selected		349						Thermostat controller #2 display reading (Deg. C)				numeric

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		426		if "2" is selected		349						Internal Condenser #2				list		all that apply		No Issue; Dirty; Loose; Obstruction; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		427		if "2" is selected		349						Internal Condenser #2 photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		428		if "2" is selected		349						Internal Condenser #2 thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		429		if "2" is selected		349						Internal Condenser #2 center surface temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		430		if "2" is selected		349						Internal Condenser #2 input pipe termpature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		431		if "2" is selected		349						Internal Condenser #2 output pipe termpature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		432		if "2" is selected		349						Starting capacitor #2				list		all that apply		No Issue; Dirt; Fixations; Burns; Corrosion; Smell; Damaged; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		433		if "2" is selected		349						External Condenser #2				list		all that apply		No Issue; Dirty; Loose; Obstruction; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		434		if "2" is selected		349						External Condenser #2 Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		435		if "2" is selected		349						External Condenser #2 Thermal Photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		436		if "2" is selected		349						External Condenser #2 center surface temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		437		if "2" is selected		349						External Condenser #2 input pipe temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		438		if "2" is selected		349						External Condenser #2 output pipe temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		439		if "2" is selected		349						Filter dryer #2				list		all that apply		No Issue; Corrosion; Insulation; Braze damage; Leak; Broken; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		440		if "2" is selected		349						Filter dryer #2 photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		441		if "2" is selected		349						Filter dryer #2 thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		442		if "2" is selected		349						Filter dryer #2 input temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		443		if "2" is selected		349						Filter dryer #2 surface temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		444		if "2" is selected		349						Capillary #2				list		all that apply		No Issue; Corrosion; Insulation; Braze damage; Leak; Broken; Kink; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		445		if "2" is selected		349						Capillary #2 photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		446		if "2" is selected		349						Capillary #2 thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Refrigerator		Electronics/Motor compartment		Cooling Circuit #2		447		if "2" is selected		349						Capillary #2 temperature (Deg. C)				numeric														thermocouple

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Modules				448		if "Yes" is selected		40						Cleanliness				list		all that apply		No issue; Dirt; Debris; Bird droppings; Residue; Stain; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Modules				449		if "Yes" is selected		40						Glass				list		all that apply		No issue; Fracture; Breakage; ARC delamination; Etching; Hazing; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Modules				450		if "Yes" is selected		40						Encapsulant				list		all that apply		No issue; Discoloration; Delamination; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Modules				451		if "Yes" is selected		40						Frame				list		all that apply		No issue; Damaged; Distortion; Corrosion; Assembly; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Modules				452		if "Yes" is selected		40						Junction Box				list		all that apply		No issue; Melting; De-adhesion; Embrittlement; Moisture; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Modules				453		if "Yes" is selected		40						Cell				list		all that apply		No issue; Discoloration; Broken; Snail trails; Solder ribbon discoloration; Poor solder wetting/contact; Finger interruption/metallisation smudges; Cell mismatch; Poor edge isolation; Polarized cells; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Modules				454		if "Yes" is selected		40						Backsheet				list		all that apply		No issue; Delamination from EVA; Front/Air side Yellowing; Melting, bubbling, charring; Surface or deep cracks; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Modules				455		if "Yes" is selected		40						Array Module Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				456		if "Yes" is selected		40						Interconnects				list		all that apply		No issue; Connectors; Strain relief; Porosity insulation; Routing; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				457		if "Porosity insulation" is selected		456						Array Interconnects Porosity Insulation		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				458		if "Strain relief" is selected		456						Array Interconnects Strain relief		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				459		if "Routing" is selected		456						Array Interconnects Routing		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				460		if "Connectors" is selected		456						Array Interconnects Connectors		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				461		if "Yes" is selected		40						Combiner boxes				list		all that apply		No issue; None; Location; Fixations; Embrittlement; Connectors; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				462		if "Yes" is selected		40						PV output cable				list		all that apply		No issue; Porosity insulation; strain relief; exposure; penetrations; routing; connectors; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				463		if "Yes" is selected		40						Array Wiring Photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				464		if "Porosity insulation" is selected		462						PV output cable porosity insulation		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				465		if "Strain relief" is selected		462						PV output cable strain relief		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				466		if "Exposure" is selected		462						PV output cable exposure		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				467		if "Penetrations" is selected		462						PV output cable penetrations		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Wiring				468		if "Routing" is selected		462						PV output cable routing		*		list		choose one		None; Minor; Significant; Major; Extreme

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Support Structure				469		if "Yes" is selected		40						Assembly				list		all that apply		No issue; Methodology; Incomplete; Fixations; Distortion; Security; Tampering; Corrosion; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Support Structure				470		if "Yes" is selected		40						Mounting				list		all that apply		No issue; Stability; Robustness; Fixations; Waterproofing; Security; Tampering; Corrosion; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Support Structure				471		if "Yes" is selected		40						Array support structure photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Location				472		if "Yes" is selected		40						Risks				list		all that apply		None; Security; Wind; Temperature; Airflow; Water; Pests; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Location				473		if "Yes" is selected		40						Positioning				list		all that apply		Layout; Incline tilt; Orientation; Level; Shading; Accessibility; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Location				474		if "Yes" is selected		40						Array sunpath screenshot (compass view)				image														SunSurveyor mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Location				475		if "Yes" is selected		40						Array sunpath screenshot (map view)				image														SunSurveyor mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Location				476		if "Yes" is selected		40						Array sunpath/shading screenshots (3D view)				image														SunSurveyor mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Location				477		if "Yes" is selected		40						Array shading photos				image														SunSurveyor mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Location				478		if "Yes" is selected		40						Seasons exposed				list		all that apply		Winter; Spring; Summer; Fall										SunSurveyor mobile app

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance				479		if "Yes" is selected		40						Sufficient solar power to assess PV array performance?				boolean												Direct solar radiation > 400 W/m2		solar power meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Array		480		if "Yes" is selected		479						Array normally operating thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Array		481		if "Yes" is selected		479						Array horizontal solar radiation (W/m2)				numeric														solar power meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Array		482		if "Yes" is selected		479						Array voltage open circuit (Voc)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Array		483		if "Yes" is selected		479						Array current short circuit (Isc)				numeric														clamp meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Array		484		if "Yes" is selected		479						Array short circuit thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Array		485		if "Yes" is selected		479						Array current normally operating (Ino)				numeric														clamp meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Array		486		if "Yes" is selected		479						Array voltage normally operating (Vno)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		487		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel #				list		choose one		1; 2; 3; 4

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		488		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel orientation				list		choose one		North; East; West; South										compass

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		489		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		490		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel normally operating thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		491		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel azimuth (deg)				numeric														compass

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		492		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel inclination (deg)				numeric														inclinometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		493		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel level (deg)				numeric														level

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		494		if "Yes" is selected		479						Ambient Temperature (°C)				numeric														environmental meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		495		if "Yes" is selected		479						Relative Humidity (RH%)				numeric														environmental meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		496		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel normal solar radiation (W/m2)				numeric														solar power meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		497		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel voltage open circuit (Voc)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		498		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel current short circuit (Isc)				numeric														clamp meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Panels (new entry)		499		if "Yes" is selected		479						Panel short circuit thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		500		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module #				list		choose one		1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		501		if "Yes" is selected		479						In Panel #				list		choose one		1; 2; 3; 4

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		502		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module orientation				list		choose one		North; East; West; South										compass

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		503		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module azimuth (deg)				numeric														compass

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		504		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module inclination (deg)				numeric														inclinometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		505		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module level (deg)				numeric														level

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		506		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module photos				image														camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		507		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module Normally Operating thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		508		if "Yes" is selected		479						# of hotspots in Normally Operating				numeric														IR video thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		509		if "Yes" is selected		479						High temperature behind junction box in Normally Operating?				boolean														IR video thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		510		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module Normally Operating cell minimum temperature (°C)				numeric														IR video thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		511		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module Normally Operating cell maximum temperature (°C)				numeric														IR video thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		512		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module Normally Operating cell avg temperature (°C)				numeric														IR video thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		513		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module Normal solar radiation (W/m2)				numeric														solar power meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		514		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module voltage open circuit (Voc)				numeric														multimeter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		515		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module current short circuit (Isc)				numeric														clamp meter

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		516		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module Short Circuit thermal photos				image														thermal imaging camera

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		517		if "Yes" is selected		479						# hotspots in Short Circuit				numeric														IR video thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		518		if "Yes" is selected		479						High temperature behind junction box in Short Circuit?				boolean														IR video thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		519		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module Short Circuit Cell minimum temperature (°C)				numeric														IR video thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		520		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module Short Circuit Cell maximum temperature (°C)				numeric														IR video thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Solar Array		Performance		Modules (new entry)		521		if "Yes" is selected		479						Module Short Circuit Cell Avg temperature (°C)				numeric														IR video thermometer

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		System				522		if "Yes" is selected		40						Lightning Rod				list		all that apply		No issue; Not supplied; Not installed; Fixations; Material; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		System				523		if "Yes" is selected		40						Ground Rod				list		all that apply		No issue; Not supplied; Not installed; Protrusion; Material; Connection; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		System				524		if "Yes" is selected		40						Ground Pit				list		all that apply		No issue; Position; Charcoal-salt; Moisture; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		System				525		if "Yes" is selected		40						Ground Rod Earth bond resistance (ohms)				numeric														earth resistance tester; insulation tester

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		System				526		if "Yes" is selected		40						Ground Rod Lug Earth bond resistance (ohms)				numeric														earth resistance tester; insulation tester

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		PV Array				527		if "Yes" is selected		40						Ground Conductor				list		all that apply		No issue; not supplied; not installed; corrosion; strain relief; routing; connection; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		PV Array				528		if "Yes" is selected		40						Support Structure				list		all that apply		No issue; connections; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		PV Array				529		if "Yes" is selected		40						Module Frames				list		all that apply		No issue; connections; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		PV Array				530		if "Yes" is selected		40						Support Structure earth bond resistance (ohms)				numeric														earth resistance tester; insulation tester

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		PV Array				531		if "Yes" is selected		40						Lowest Module Frame earth bond resistance (ohms)				numeric														earth resistance tester; insulation tester

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		PV Array				532		if "Yes" is selected		40						Highest Module Frame earth bond resistance (ohms)				numeric														earth resistance tester; insulation tester

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Grounding		Equipment				533										Earth Conductor				list		all that apply		No Issue; Not Supplied; Not Installed; Corrosion; Strain relief; Length; Connection; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		30-DTR						534										Device status				list		all that apply		Not Installed; Position; Calibration Date passed; Activation Date not recorded; Nonfunctional; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		30-DTR						535		visible unless "Not Installed" is selected		534						Labelling				list		all that apply		No Issue; S/N or Barcode erosion; Rear label damage; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		30-DTR						536		visible unless "Not Installed" is selected		534						Status				list		all that apply		No Issue; Low Battery; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		30-DTR						537		visible unless "Not Installed" is selected		534						Settings				list		all that apply		No Issue; Date and Time; Units; Reset issue; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		30-DTR						538		visible unless "Not Installed" is selected		534						Display				list		all that apply		No Issue; Nonfunctional; Damaged; Faded; Bleed; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		30-DTR						539		visible unless "Not Installed" is selected		534						USB Plug				list		all that apply		No Issue; Corrosion; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		30-DTR						540		visible unless "Not Installed" is selected		534						USB cable				list		all that apply		No Issue; Connection; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		30-DTR						541		visible unless "Not Installed" is selected		534						Data				list		all that apply		No Issue; Not recoverable; Partial recovery; Other (enter string value)

		CCE		Visual Inspection & Measurements		Spare parts						542										Fuses 				boolean

		CCE				Summary						543										Context				string

		CCE				Summary						544										Findings				string

		CCE				Summary						545										Proxy causes				string

		CCE				Summary						546										Repairs by assessors				list		all that apply		Thermostat; Relay; Starting Device; Compressor Controller (DC/SDD); Thermostat sensor; External Display Sensor; External Display; External Keypad; Circulation Fan; Cooling Fan; Fuse; Compressor; Internal Condenser; External Condenser; Evaporator Plate; Refrigerant; Door Hinges; Lock; Ice Bank; Refrigerant Piping; Other (enter string value)
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PQS Performance, Quality and Safety (WHO) 

PV photovoltaic 

RH% relative humidity percentage 

SDD solar direct drive 

S/N serial number 

SOP standard operating procedure 

UNICEF United Nations Children’s Fund 

USAID United States Agency for International Development 

USB universal serial bus 

VAC alternating current voltage 

VDC direct current voltage 

Vno normally operating voltage 

Voc open circuit voltage 

VVM vaccine vial monitor 

WHO World Health Organization 
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Figure 1. Roof types. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Example of a generator. 

 

Figure 3. Generic solar array.5 

 

  

Photo: Kohler Co. 

Image: JTC Roofing Contractors Ltd. 
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Figure 4. Generic vapor compression cooling circuit (solar powered).5  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Generic battery system with solar recharge.5  
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Figure 6. Solar cell, module, panel, and array. Multiple solar cells constitute a solar module; one or more modules 

constitute a panel; and one or more panels constitute an array. 

 

Figure 7. Example of solar panels wired in series.  

 

Figure 8. Example of solar panels wired in parallel. 

 

 

Figure 9. Generic CCE components.5 

Image: Florida Solar Energy Center. 

Images: HES PV. 
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Figure 10. Generic vapor compression cooling circuit (AC mains powered).5     

 

Figure 11. Surge arrester and AC power cord.  

 

 

Figure 12. Vaccine vial monitor interpretation.   

 

  

Photo: PATH. 

Image: Pandit Dindayal Upadhyay Medical College, Rajkot. 
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Figure 13. Solar module components.  

Figure 14. Solar module encapsulant discoloration. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Snail trails on a solar panel. 

 

Image: Solar Magazine. 

Image: Institute for Solar Energy Research. 

Photo: Atlas Material Testing Solutions. 
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Figure 16. Solar cell diagram.  

 

 

Figure 17. Roof mounting of solar modules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Grounding system.  
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Figure 19. Refrigerator cabinet components.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Example of manufacturing label. 

 

Figure 21. Refrigerator latch/clasp. 
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Figure 22. DC power supply.  Figure 23. Temperature sensor components.  

 

 

Figure 24. Condensation drainage with plug. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25. Voltage stabilizer. 
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Figure 26. Vaccine compartment components.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27. Compressor compartment components.  
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Figure 28. Filter dryer and capillary.  

Figure 29. Internal condenser and compressor.  

Figure 30. External condenser. 
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Figure 31. Compressor controller (DC systems). 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Compressor starting device (AC systems) 

and starting capacitor. 

 

 

Figure 33. Example of a 20-day electronic shipping 

indicator. 

 

Figure 34. Example of a 30-day electronic temperature 

logger. 
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Figure 35. Example of a chemical temperature indicator 

Figure 36. Example of a cold chain monitor card. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37. Example of an electronic freeze indicator. 
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Figure 38. Example of a remote temperature monitoring system.  

 

 

Figure 39. Example of a user programmable 

temperature data logger. 

Figure 40. Example image of a vaccine refrigerator 

image taken with FLIR moisture meter. 

 

Figure 41. Infrared image from FLIR ONE camera indicating hotspots in solar panels. 
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